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Student turnout for early registration keeps workers busy
By Michael Morgan
Statl writer
Students have formed lines outside the registration center since registration began on April 3. The preregistration period for intersession,
summer and fall semester will run
through April 26.
LorettaLeszcyn ski,administrative
assistant to the registrar, said the registration center has been busy but the
lines are not as long as the lines during
the drop-add period.
As of Monday, Leszcynski said
more than 3,600 students had pre-

registered, the largest percentage of
which were for the fall semester.
This semester some students will
need proof of insurance and a schedule when they sit down to register.
Undergraduate students taking
nine or more hours and graduate students enrolling for seven hours or more
are now required by law to have some
form of health insurance.
Inside the registration center, students who are subject to the law are
given an index-sized card.
Students will be asked their name,
social security number, insurance
company name, policy number and

the policy holder's name and relation
to the student.
If the information is not available
at that time, students can still register
and are given a postmarked card to
complete and return within 30 days.
If students do not have valid insurance, they may either purchase the state
required minimum plan for $39 per
semester or find health insurance
outside the university.
Leszcynski said registration has
been slightly affected by the insurance
requirement because they have to
check the cards as students register.
"It takes a little longer to do the
processing because first we have to

check to see if the student has filled out
the card that says they have insurance," she said.
Leszcynski said students sometimes sit down to register without
completing the card.
Once the cards are filled out, they
are sent to the personnel office for
processing.
"The reason the registration center
was chosen was because it was the
place that most students visit,"
Leszcynski said. "Even though we
don't handle the insurance per se, this
is the most central point of student
contact"
Jimmy Hendrickson, a 19-year-

old freshman from Corbin, said since
the registration center mailed out notices he has had plenty of time to
gather the insurance information.
"I think it's a pretty good idea
because some people don't even have
insurance," he said.
Becky Ritz, a 20-year-old sophomore from Louisville, said the requirement could be an inconvenience
for those who can not afford insurance.
**I think it is very unnecessary,"
she said.
"There are a lot of people who work
their way through school and may not
be able to afford insurance," she said.

University field
hockey team
files complaint

Blowin' in the wind

By Tom Marshall
Sports editor
Members of the university field hockey
team have filed an administrative complaint
against the university, charging sexual discrimination.
The complaint was filed April 3 with the
Atlanta Regional Office for Civil Rights in the
United States Department of Education by 13
members of the field hockey team.
Field hockey members are calling for an
investigation of what they claim are violations
of Tide DC, which mandates equal opportunity
for athletes at publicly-funded schools.
The complaint arose March 14 when
athletic officials decided to cancel the field
hockey program in favor of fast-pitch softball.
Softball will become a scholarship sport at the
university in 1993.
The university made the move after softball was adopted as a championship sport in
the Ohio Valley Conference earlier this month.
Field hockey is not an OVC championship
sport

Strong winds
ravage campus

See WINDS, Page A5
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By Joe Castle
Staff writer

Barbara Howard, a secretary for university relations, discusses the
damage done to her car by Tuesday afternoon's violent storm with
Jim Burrus (far left), Beverly Burrus (left), and her husband Doug
Howard (tar right). Howard's car was one of five vehicles damaged by
fallen trees on University Drive. Public safety received 109 reports of
vehicle damage after the storm. Even though the storm only lasted
about half an hour, major damage was done to property across
campus and throughout Richmond.
Progress photos by JONATHAN ADAMS

The new student insurance requirement a
joint project between the Student Senate and
Domino's Pizza and "Cram-a-rama" were
three issues discussed at the senate meeting
Tuesday in the Jaggers Room of the Powell
Building.
Louisville attorney John Holton is handling the legal questions surrounding the new
student health insurance law passed during
the last state legislative session.
Holton was not contacted until after the
board of student body presidents, which is
made up of the presidents of the eight state

universities and representatives of the state's
community colleges, decided to seek further
legal advice concerning the law.
The law requires all college students to
either have outside health insurance or purchase insurance from the university at a cost
of S39 per semester. Some students believe
the insurance law will adversely affect their
college budgets.
University students must either have proof
of insurance or agree to purchase insurance
before being allowed to register for fall classes.
Proof of insurance includes the name of
the policyholdcr, the policy number and the
name of the insuring company.
See SENATE, Page A5

Gubernatorial candidates campaign in Richmond

| Journalists from across
state speak at
Intercollegiate Press
Association convention.
See story B4
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Athletic directors voted 6-1 in favor with
Athletic Director Roy Kidd casting the dissenting vote.
"Hell, it wasn't me," Kidd said. "It was
how the conference voted."
After the remarks, Kidd declined further
comment on the subject during football practice Monday.
Associate Athletic Director Martha
Mullins made a brief statement on die subject
during an interview Tuesday.
"The university is going to do what the
university is expected to do by the federal
government," Mullins said.
In the complaint, the team said the university had too much of a spending gap in
men's and women's sports, poor equipment
and facilities. They also charge the university
with spending too little on their traveling
expenses.
"EKU is not providing its women students
with opportunities to participate in
intercollegiate athletics that are comparable

Senators examine
insurance question

By J.S. Newton, Clint Riley and
Mike Royer
Winds blew roofs off buildings, uprooted 50foot trees, sprayed rocks from university building
rooftops at parked cars and yanked doors from their
hinges during a 30-minute thunderstorm Tuesday
afternoon.
At least 109 vehicles were damaged by the
storm, according to Assistant Public Safety Director Wynn Walker.
Walker said five of the vehicles parked on
University Drive had tree limbs fall on them.
The south one-third of the Black Building, a
maintenance facility, is missing. A portion of the
Alumni Coliseum roof is gone as well. Walker
said.
An enure wall of the university telescope deck,
located across Kit Carson Drive from the Perkins
Building, collapsed during the storm.
The storm also damaged a flat-bottom boat and

James Collins, 19. a freshman
from Harlan, said the university
should do more to ensure students
health and safety.
"I think the school should be
liable for our health," he said.
"It's like summer camp,''he said.
'Each summer camp has its own insurance policy in case anyone gets
hurt"
Cassandra Say lor, a 20-year-old
sophomore from Danville, said the
insurance requirement should not
pose a problem.
"I think it's a good idea," she
said. "If anything happens to me—
I'm covered. I think everyone should
have it"
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Jones wants to improve
Kentucky's health care

Gatewood Galbraith speaks
to journalists at convention

By Terry Sebastian
Managing editor

By Terry Sebastian

While visiting at Pattie A. Clay Hospital Friday, Lt
Gov. Brereton Jones said his campaign for governor is
not one of promises.
"I'm not going to run for office and try to buy votes
by making promises in every county for a new road, new
building, new job or a new this or a new that," Jones
said. "I'm going to try my very best but I'm not coming
in here and saying 'It's so simple, all you have to do is
vote for me.'"
Jones said people in Madison County are interested
in hearing his plans for health care.
"I have dedicated a number of years of my life trying

Gatewood Galbraith, a Democratic candidate for
governor who advocates legalizing marijuana, says
having a drug-free society is impossible.
"Those people who believe that are crazy. You can't
fight human nature," Galbraith said Friday night at the
university during a convention hosted by die Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.
Galbraith said he would fight those people who
oppose his views. Galbraith challenged the over 160
journalists in attendance to prove him wrong
"Prove me wrong when I say that hemp is the most
beneficial medicine known to mankind in the treatment

Managing editor

See JONES, Page A5

Jones

See GALBRAITH, Page A5 Galbraith
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Lewis, Upchurch have tough
road ahead in battling apathy
ment action to help correct a dragging, recurPoor Ken Upchurch and Bart Lewis.
As the two newest executive members of the ring problem.
Student Association, Upchurch andLewis will be
How can student apathy ever be eliminated
if
the
student senate is apathetic itself as a
assigned the task of fighting student apathy, a
problem we find deeply depressing and rampant unified body?
We need to have a student government that
at the university.
Upchurch and Lewis themselves are victims cares about students at least as much as they do
of student apathy, winning an uncontested race about acquiring internships with United States
senators and representatives.
for the Student Association's top two seats.
A late write-in campaign mustered a meager
We need student senators who have a sin18 votes, while Upchurch and Lewis managed to cere desire to make changes and improve the
scrounge 407 votes from the campus community. quality of life for members of the campus
The university is home to more than 15,300 community and not senators who have a sinstudents yet only 407 voted for the winning party, cere desire to pad their resumes.
which in retrospect blew out any late-running
We wish Upchurch and Lewis luck in the
competition. That equates to approximately 2.4 coming year.
percent of the campus in support of the winning
Their job will be a tough one with student
party, which won by a landslide.
senate in the shape it is in.
Oh, the shame of it all.
Our best suggestion would be to reduce the
Why are students so apathetic toward this size of the senate so that its effectiveness would
university and the Student Association?
be increased.
Part of the reason might be that with all its
There would be more competition for the
good intentions, the student governing body has senate seats and a smaller number of students
done little for the students they represent
absent from senate meetings.
This is unfortunate, but quite true.
The idea was brought up two years ago by
New business is almost nonexistent at senate
Steve Suttles, a senator who at the time had
meetings, so bad in fact that the senate spends a
done a lot of research on the idea.
great deal of its time discussing senate banquets
But the senate shot it down by almost a
and awards to senators of the year.
unanimous vote. Suttles and another senator
At a time late in the year when the association
supported it.
should be attempting to fulfill all of their camOther senators said it would make running
paign promises, the senate seems more concerned
for office too much of a challenge and discourwith garnering praise for the limited amount of
age people from running.
work they have accomplished throughout the
This is a joke. Who would want a represenyear.
tative
serving them that didn't have enough
For several weeks this semester the senate
persistence
to run a campaign against another
took such insignificant action on campus affairs
that a Progress reporter asked to be switched from person?
Upchurch and Lewis might reconsider this
his assigned senate beat so that he could cover
legislation
and push for its approval.
stories with regularity.
We hope they work hard to solve the pressThere have been meetings this semester where
no new legislation was on the agenda, several in ing problem of student apathy — although we
admit it will be a lot tougher than our role of
fact.
We examine these lapses in student govern- reporting their progress.

Reservist says it's time to let go
My name is Brian Ross. I am a
student at Eastern Kentucky. You
printed an article on me in The Eastern
Progress. You had talked to my mother
Doris A. Ross. At the time I had not
spoken with her, so God only knows
what she thought. It turns out that the
war is over with but I am OK.
The war was over a lot faster than
anyone thought it would be. It was a
lot easier than anyone thought that it
would be. Most of the deaths, if you
have not already heard, were noncombat related. I'm part of 2nd Marine Division and we lost a total of two
Marines from enemy-inflicted deaths.
That's remarkable. I was very pleased
that we were slow and careful, therefore losing less lives.
I am a reservist. I was activated on
Thanksgiving Day. I signed the contract and I am willing to stick to it. The
war has been over since about the
beginning of March. The days have
turned to large wastes of time. The

other reservists and I are sitting about
three miles outside of Kuwait City
doing nothing at all. They are now
saying that we may not be home until
June or maybe July. When I say home
I mean back to Cincinnati. We still
have 30 days of civilian adjustment to
do at Camp Le Jeune, N.C. I'm pretty
much speaking up for every reservist
here. I think it is time to let us go. We
have done what we were called to do.
I think it is time to let us get back to our
civilian lives. We all either have jobs
or an education to seek back in the
states. Although I may be a Marine,
my education comes first.
I was proud when I heard that
Eastern was the only school in Kentucky where there was no protest.
I had planned to come back to
school in the fall but now I do not
know if I can because I am sitting here
in Kuwait while our government is
sitting back on their butts in Washington trying to make some decisions.

As I said before, I do not mind
Tighting for democracy. I am very
proud to have played my part in liberating Kuwait City, but it is over. The
next time some place needs liberation
or American support I will be glad to
do it again, but until that happens it is
time for me to continue on with my
civilian life, my education, athletics
and community work I do in the summer.
At least until the next third world
dictator needs his ass kicked all over
the globe.
I just wanted to say I think it is time
they let us go. I am not asking for
special treatment because I am a reservist.
I just think that my fellow schoolmates should know what exactly the
reserves (Marines) are doing now that
it is over.
Semper Fi,
Brian D. Ross
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To the editor: Cont
Local businessman enjoyed article on New York trip
The Progress issue of March 28
contained several excellent and fascinating accounts of spring break odysseys as experienced by several staffers.
I particularly enjoyed the article
written by Allen Blair which detailed
the journey of 22 EKU communications students who traveled to one of
my favorite places. New York City.
According to Mr. Blair, one of
their favorite exploits included almost
nightly visits to a presentation of
Karaoke sing-along where they "sang
the night away" and became notorious

to their audiences as the "Kentucky
Derbies."
I find it interesting that with all the
entertainment productions and other
diversions in New York City that
Karaoke was "one of (their group's)
more fun activities.''
As co-owner and manager of J.
Suiter's Mill and the producer of the
first Karaoke presentation in the stale
of Kentucky, I am thrilled to find that
they share my belief that Karaoke is a
fun-filled entertainment concept where
people can be themselves and have a
great time doing it.

However, you don't have to go all
the way to New York City to enjoy the
hottest entertainment format in the
USA today.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite Allen Blair and the Kentucky Derbies to join other performers from this area and display their
big-city talents forRichmond and EKU
at Karaoke Showtime which is featured at J. Sutler's Mill from 7-9 p.m.
on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Billy Luxon
Richmond

Student says farewell to college, city in his own way
I have lived in Richmond for four
years now, coming here in 1987 to get
my master's degree. Before I leave
(the sooner the belter) I feel I have to
air my views of EKU and the city.
I have found EKU and the community of Richmond to be vibrant and
dynamic. The way the university and
the city interact for the good of the
community is simply overwhelming.
If you believe this I have some 24hour park anywhere tags for your car
that you might be interested in.
Amazingly enough, between the
resources of the university and the
city this town has the potential for vast
physical, academic and economic
development Furthermore, I feel a
few changes in university policy would
help to develop a more cohesive
community in Richmond.
The first of these policy changes
would prohibit freshmen from having
a car on campus (with exceptions).
This would not only solve the parking
problem on campus, but more importantly, it would go a long way toward
ending the "suitcase mentality" of the
student body. Most students,especially
freshmen, go here "part-time" as
something to do during the week, and
then go home for the weekend. It is
impossible to reap the full benefits of

a college education if one's only contact with the university is IS hours,
five days a week in the classroom.
Why do students go home? Why
not?! If I had the choice between my
parents' home and the posh luxuries
of a 14' by 24' brick dorm I'd be gone
too. Which brings me to the second
policy.
Not allowing students to live off
campus until they are 21 is ludicrous
(and probably unconstitutional). It
seems more reasonable to allow second year students to live off campus.
Nineteen-year-old students are capable
and should have the opportunity to
shoulder the responsibilities of caring
for themselves. Living on their own,
paying bills, feeding and cleaning up
after themselves, etc... is part of the
process that helps one to mature and
handle the responsibilities of adult
life. (But that's not the university's
problem?)
If the university addressed these
policies perhaps more students would
stay in Richmond on the weekends,
join a club or organization or even
attend a school sponsored function. If
students stayed on the weekend and/
or lived off campus they would spend
more money here in town on haircuts,
groceries, clothes, etc... instead of

spending it this weekend when they
go home. The real estate industry and
the entire city would increase revenues. This would pacify city council
and they may become less diligent in
trying to nickel and dime the students
(and the university) to death via P.I.
charges, traffic violations, parking
tickets, etc.. You can't blame the city
(fully) for their present policies, they
are only trying to raise money to keep
this city functioning.
Perhaps it is time the university
made some changes to promote the
welfare of the community rather than
the four city blocks it owns. However,
on the downside, this may go so far as
to lead to cooperation between these
two factions. (Wouldn't that be disastrous?)
I am not suggesting that students
not go home to visit family and loved
ones, but I feel that the present policies of the university foster the dependence of the students on others at the
very time in their lives when independence and responsibility should be
developed. This is not only detrimental to the students, but to the university
and the entire community.
Gregory J. Popken
Richmond

RHA article did not detail candidates during nominations
In response to Michael Morgan's
April 4 article on RHA's nominations, I would like to clarify a few
points. While it is true that Student
Association President-elect Ken
Upchurch visited our meeting and
brought to our attention his six-point
platform, his was not the only business
that occurred. Because just as Student
Association is having their elections,
the Residence Hall Association is
having elections also.
As mentioned in the earlier part of
the article JoAnn McCaughan and Dee
Smith were elected secretary and
treasurer, respectively. However, no
space was given for them to tell about
themselves or what they hoped RHA
could accomplish next year. This

oversight also took place with the candidates for president and vice-president Each of these candidates has put
an abundance of hard work, time and
effort into RHA and would have appreciated a chance to give their views
about campus topics.
RHA is a group of hard working
individuals composed from all of
EKU's 17 residence halls and their
hall councils. We represent 6,200 fulltime residential students and have their
best interests at heart Last year the
residence halls had over 1,500 programs that approximately 31,000 students attended. RHA has also helped
with United Way, Red Cross Mood
drive, the Whistle Awareness Safety
Program and the candlelight vigil ser-

vice for America's military. The
candlelight service was a joint function which included the help of the
Black Student Union, Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic and Student Association.
In conclusion, this letter was not
intended to offend anyone. I just feel
it is necessary to let the students of this
campus know what the Residence Hal 1
Association and other organizations
do for them. We work day and night to
meet the needs of this campus... a fact
that Michael Morgan's article neglected to mention.
Frank L. Coffey
Vice-president of RHA

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its
readers to write letters to the editor on
topics of interest to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication
should by typed and double-spaced. They
should be no longer than 250 words. The
Progress may condense letters over 250
words. However, grammar, punctuation
and spelling will not be changed or corrected.
Letters should be addressed to the
newspaper and must contain the author's
i

address and telephone number. Letters
must also include the author's signature.
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures win not be accepted. Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The Progress uses its own judgment
to determine if a letter is libelous or in
poor taste and reserves the right to reject
any letter.
The Progress also gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed
opinions in acolumncaIled"YourTurn."
——^^—^^——

These columns should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing a "Your Turn" column should
contact the editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior
to Thursday's publication.
Letters and columns will be printed in
accordance with available space.
\
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Student still finds intrigue
at university after two years
Since starting school at this university in 1989, several things have
intrigued me.
I have been intrigued by the slowpaced lifestyle here in Kentucky. I
have been intrigued by the way
people put University of Kentucky
basketball up on a pedestal. I have
even been intrigued by how much
people drink when they go downtown.
But nothing has intrigued my
more than the residence hall situation
here at the university.
As an out-of-state student, I pay
about $6,000 a year to attend school
here at this fine institution. Over
$1,000 of that amount goes to pay
my residence hall fee. I want to tell
you just how much I gel every cent
of that $1,000 worth.
First of all, by living in my residence hall, I get plenty of exercise.
Since the elevators in my hall breakdown about every half-hour or so, I
have the opportunity to climb eight
flights of stairs two or three times a
day.
Climbing stairs isn't that hard, at
least not for me. But when you're
pressed for time and need something
out of your room, it becomes kind of
annoying. It also becomes quite annoying when you have to take the
stair-route more than once a day.
Like I said though, climbing
stairs isn't that hard. But then again
fixing an elevator so that it works for
more than a week ata time shouldn't
be that hard either.
Another great benefit of living in
my residence hall is having the luxury
of being able to take a shower without actually turning tht water on. I
mean where else can you take a
shower, indoors, without turning on
any water.
On my floor, anything is possible. Rather than turning on the
faucets that spray out that hard stuff
that has been known to make people's
skin dry, one can simply stand in the
shower and have his hair completely

£

Ted Schultz

My Turn

ftJlfll

wet after only a few minutes.
Rumor has it that when B J. Thomas sang "Raindrops Keep Falling
On My Head" wasn't outside on a
rainy day. They were standing in a
shower in Palmer Hall, being bombarded by residue dripping from the
ceiling.
It's also nice to be able to wake up
each morning to Aerosmith and AC/
DC. Only these guys wercn'tmeant to
be heard at 8:30 a.m. Not when you
don't have a class until 10:30.
The sad thing about this is the
guys aren't playing the music that
loud. And it's not my next door
neighbors or the people across the hall
that are playing these tunes. The people
playing their stereos are at the other
end of the hall. Their doors are shut
and so is mine.
Yet through superb technology
and innovation, everyone on the floor,
and probably on the floor below, can
be awakened by this music. These
high-quality sound-proof walls allow
a resident to hear sounds through several walls just as if you were in the
same room.
Thanks to these fringe benefits of
living in my hall, I am able to enjoy
the complete spectrum of college life.
After all, what would residence hall
life be without broken elevators and
leaky ceilings?
I have a few theories as to why
these problems continually occur,
some of which may be more accurate
than others. Considering the space
limitation, I'll just list a couple of
them.
One theory is that the physical
plant workers have "Spring Fever"
just like students do. But then again.

these things happen in the fall and
in the winter, so you could also say
that they have "Fall Fever" and
"Winter Fever." This could explain
why they are so conspicuous (except when they are lounging in the
lobby area watching television).
Another theory is that the
builders of these residence halls
weren't careful enough to account
for these things. This has caused
residents to wonder whether or not
their "house" will still be standing
when they wake up in the morning.
Whatever the case, the university needs to do something over the
summer to save residents the catastrophe having too much fun next
year. Who knows what might happen if the knobs on (he sinks keep
falling off? People might be able to
invent their own game to play in the
halls.
The scary thing is my hall is one
of the better ones on campus. Next
door in Commonwealth Hall only
one of the three elevators has been
in use for much of this semester. I
think I could count on one hand the
number of times all three have been
functioning.
I kind of feel sorry for the people
who lived on the 20th floor of Commonwealth who had to carry their
belongings up 20 flights of stairs
when all the elevators were broken
at the beginning of the fall 1989
semester. The sad thing is it hasn't
gotten much better.
Until the summer arrives, I just
hope that nothing else gets much
more screwed up than the way it is
now. I hope it can be corrected by
next fall.
It not, then who knows? Maybe
the university will charge more rent
for their luxurious accommodations.
As I said, anything can happen.
Schultz is a sophomore public
relations major from Covinglon,
Ohio. Schutli is assistant sports
editor

People poll

By Paula Dailey

What would you like to see accomplished by the newly-elected student senate officers?
"Twenty-four hour
open house In
every dorm. After
all, we're all grownups."

"I think we need a
better recycling
program. I think
we need better
book exchange."

Tyrone Anthony, Bowling Green,
freshman, communications

Carla Jones, London, junior,
English

"More parking
spaces available to
students rather
than employees
and visitors. Since
we are considered
adults, there
shouldn't be any
restrictions on our
visitation. There
should be 24-hour
visitation."

"I want 24-hour
open house."

Tasha Whitted, Washington,
D.C., sophomore, paralegal
science

Ed Fasold, Northern Kentucky,
sophomore, pre-engineering

"I'd like to see the
recycling program
extended to Include
glass and paper."

"Martin Hall have
24-hour open
house."

Glenn George, Louisville, junior,
foreign language

JoAnn McCaughan, Florence,
junior, hearing impaired

Comics
University Centerboard Presents

B.M.O.C by Stephen Lanham
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Five young and vibrant men diverse in heritage and talent unite in one of the most dynamic hardworking professional music teams
in the industry today. Their tight harmonies
are drawing the national attention of clubs,
colleges, promoters and record company
executives. Peers and superstars in the

industry believe in SOUTHERN WIND
and comment"... it's just a matter of time."
This powerhouse group is guaranteed to
bring down the house with country as well
as rock audiences—as proven by their track
record. They're a heartbeat away from
being superstars."

WED APR 17 8 PM
Brock Auditorium
FREE
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Be a part of the Southern Wind Explosion!
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Campus news
HOCKEY
Continued from Front page
to the opportunities it provides for
men students," the complaint said.
The OVC now has seven championship sports for both men and women.
Eastern has eight sports for men and
seven for women. Mullins and Kidd
said they couldn't afford to keep both
sports.
Kidd and Mullins said they would
honor the players' scholarships or release them from scholarship if they
wish to transfer to another school.
Junior field hockey player Michelle Hcrbig said she and other team
members want the agreement in writing.
"They haven't given the word in
writing and they don't intend to,"
Herbig said.
So far no players have made arrangements to transfer to other schools,
Herbig said, but the possibility still
exists.
Players and their attorney, Jean
King of Michigan, met with Mullins
on Monday to discuss whether the
team would play another season.
"We all said we were going to play
next year," Herbig said.
Mullins said she came away confi-

WINDS
Continued from Front page
several canoes stored behind the
Stratton Building, Walker said.
Public safety officers responded
to one storm-related medical call.
Walker said a Dupree Hall resident
kept her window open during the storm,
which allowed some water to enter her
room and cover part of the floor. When
she attempted to unplug an appliance,
she received an electrical shock.
Walker said.
The student suffered minor injuries and was taken to Panic A. Clay
Hospital.
No major injuries were reported
Tuesday evening and no patients were
admitted to the hospital, hospital officials said.
No monetary estimate has been
placed on the storm damage yet.
Walker said.
Flying pebbles blown from the
rooftops of several university buildings caused most of the damage to cars
on campus, public safety officials said
"They think it was some type of
stones blowing off the Alumni Coli-

dent in the players' desire to play next
fall.
"They convinced me that they indeed had enough people to play next
year," Mullins said.
"The one positive thing coming
out of it was that we are playing next
year," said junior team member, Tracey
Oke.
With the team apparently back in
action next season, they will be playing without their coach Diana Friedli,
who resigned before the program was
abolished. Instead, a part-time coach
will be hired to take over the team next
season, Mullins said.
Athletic administrators have already had a couple inquiries about the
job, Mullins said. She said athletic
administrators planned to advertise in
area newspapers about the job opening.
Herbig isn't as optimistic about
the job hunt, she said.
"They're not even willing to give
us a coach that'sexpenenced," Herbig
said.
The athletic department has already begun advertising for the softball position, which will open next
season. The coach will also handle
duties as head of the university's intramural program, Mullins said.
If enough interest is drawn, soft-

ball may start play as early as next
season, Mullins said.
"We might play a limited schedule," Mullins said. "It depends on what
kind of interest they can generate by
next year."
Abolishing the field hockey program forced the team to cancel a sixteam spring tournament earlier this
month.
Roger Murphy, a spokesman with
the U.S. Department of Education in
Washington, said in an interview last
week with the Lexington HeraldLeader that once the complaint is received in Atlanta, officials will decide
whether to investigate within 10 days.
If an investigation is deemed necessary, an investigator will be assigned
to look into the allegations. The findings would then be forwarded to each
party and the final ruling could be
made possibly within 60 days, the
article said.
Penalties could range from stopping of federal funding to a mere call
for corrective action, the story said.
Players said an investigation alone
won't satisfy them—they have a
greater desire.
"We haven't got our long term
goal of getting the field hockey program reinstated," Oke said. "You have
to take it one step at a time."

seum roof," Walker said.
Dave Howard,24, a finance and
real estate major from Corbin, said his
car was damaged by flying pebbles
after he parked it in the Commonwealth Hall lot.
" My back bay window of my
truck was shattered. It looked like
somebody took a hammer and busted
the window out," Hammond said.
"The whole parking lot was covered with the pebbles," Hammond said.
Hammond estimated that the windows of about IS cars in the lot were
damaged by pebbles, and at least ten
more cars suffered scratched paint finishes and dented trim.
Brian Shanks, 21, a broadcasting
major from Ashland, was in class when
he heard the storm and realized he had
left the sun roof open in his 1988
Nissan pickup truck.
"I ran out to close it, and when I
went to close it—it was gone, "Shanks
said.
He said he looked for the sunroof,
but was worried more about his own
safety.
"I was just trying to get back in out
of the weather," he said.

"We're busy, they're [the electric
company is] busy, every body "sbusy,"
Richmond Police shift supervisor Sgt.
Wayne Grant said, while he directed
traffic away from a section of Summit
Street where power lines had fallen.
Kentucky Utilities received between 1,500 and 2.000 phone calls
from customers who lost electrical
service during the storm, a KU
spokesman said.
All police traffic was stopped for
ten minutes because of high winds and
heavy rainfall. Grant added.
Damage in Richmond included
downed power lines, uprooted trees
and one roof that was destroyed.
Peggy Powell, a branch assistant
at the Central Kentucky Agriculture
Credit Association's office on US 25
at the Bluegrass Junction, decided
when the wind began to pick up outside her window at about 4 p.m. that it
was time to seek some kind of shelter.
"The ceiling was moving, so I got
under my desk ," Powell said.
Large sections of the building's
aluminum roofing were torn off and
scattered by the high winds, and at
least two steel girders supporting the
roof were bent.

Police Beat

Compiled by Clint Riley

March 31:
The following reports have been
George C. Kerrell, 34, Richmond,
filed with the university's division of
was aiTested and charged with alcohol
public safety:
intoxication, resisting arrest and fourthdegree assault While Perrell was being
March 27:
Susan McLaren, Telford Hall, re- arrested for alcohol intoxication he reported someone had stolen one of her sisted a public safety officer's attempt to
textbooks from her book bag in the lobby handcuff him. When the officer tried to
gain control of Fcrrell, the arrestee struck
area of the Powell Building.
a cadet helping in the process.
Robert E Vap, 21, Winchester, was
March 29:
Charla Sellars, Richmond, reported anested and charged with alcohol intoxishe had either mislaid or had her purse cation.
Robert Bullock. 24, Winchester, was
stolen from somewhere in the Donovan
Annex Parking Lot. The Kentucky State arrested and charged with alcohol intoxiPolice contacted public safety to inform cation.
Phillips Aubrey Jr., 21. Winchester,
them someone had turned in the purse. It
was arrested and charged with alcohol
was unknown if anything was missing.
Alice Miller, Sullivan Hall, reported intoxication.
a fire alarm sounding at Sullivan Hall. The
Richmond Fire Department responded and
April 1:
Jennifer Lawson, Case Hall, reported
determined no pull stations had been actisomeone had stolen some of her clothes
vated.
Kathy Akers, Case Hall, reported from the Case Hall laundry room.
someone had stolen her purse and Theresa Perry's purse from their unsecured
April 2:
Eric A. Hlllard, 19. Richmond, was
rooms in Case Hall.
Denbc Hadden, Sullivan Hall, re- arrested and charged with alcohol intoxiported a fire alarm sounding in Sullivan cation.
Hall. It was determined by public safety
April 3:
officers that the same malfunction that had
Shawn R. Gannon, 21, Richmond,
earlier activated the alarm was to blame.
Jean Bowen, Rowlett Building, re- was arrested and charged with driving
ported a fire alarm sounding in the me- under the influence and disregarding a
chanical room of the Rowlett Building. stop sign.
Joseph L. Drury, Mattox Hall, rePublic safety officers responded and determined the alarm sounded due to a me- ported someone had opened his vehicle
chanical malfunction in the sprinkler sys- with a clothes hanger and stolen his radio/
tape player.
tem.

Nicholas A. Giambri, Richmond,
reported someone had broken into his
vehicle parked in the Alumni Coliseum
Parking Lot and stolen his vehicle's stereo
system, several tapes and compact discs.
David Lee, 20. Richmond, was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.

Court drops charge

Two students
plead innocent

The other students involved, Joseph Tyrone Anthony, 18, of Martin
Hall, Alfonso Moore, 18. of Keene
One of four students charged with Hall and Eugene William Hines, 18,
robbing the Super One Foods store on
of Keene Hall were also charged with
the Eastern By-pass had his case dis- first-degree robbery. All three are
missed in Madison District Court scheduled for a preliminary hearing in
Monday.
Madison District Court April IS.
George Mitchell, 18, of Keene Hall
Anthony, Moore and Hines have
had a first-degree robbery charge been released from custody on $2,500
against him dismissed by Madison partially secured bond.
District Court Judge John Coy during
Richmond Police are still searcha preliminary hearing.
ing for Damon White, 19, of LouisMitchell had been accused of aid- ville, the final suspect in the case and
ing four others in the March 8 robbery the person police say planned the robof Super One Foods.
bery.

Progress staff report

April 4:
Corbet! S. Grigsby. 21. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
The following reports appearing In
"Police Beat" have been resolved in
Madison District Court These followup reports represent only the decision
in each case.
Steven Wayne Collier pleaded guilty
to the charges of alcohol intoxication and
disorderly conduct He was fined $67.50
for his alcohol intoxication violation and
SI OX) for disorderly conduct.
Mark D. Smith pleaded guilty to a
charge of alcohol intoxication and was
fined $7150.
Gllbirto Cornwall pleaded guilty to
achargeof driving under the influence and
fined $41150. A charge of reckless driv ing was dismissed. He was also orderedxo
enter the Kentucky alcohol offenders
program.
Randal Campbell was found guilty
of alcohol intoxication and fined $67.50.
Jason Z. Allen was found guilty of
alcohol intoxication and fined $67.50.

Progress staff report
Two university students Indicted on • fust-degree robbery
charge pleaded innocent at their
arraignment on the charge in Madison Circuit Court last Thursday.
Anthony C. Becker, 19. ofTodd
Hall and Oscar Gordon II. 18, of
Radcliff were arrested Jan. 25 after
it was reported the two attempted
an armed robbery of a student.
Becker ami Gordon are scheduled for a jury trial May 7.

MISS KENTUCKY U.S.A.
PAGEANT

'Official preliminary to the MISS V.SA. PAGEANT"

JULY 20, 1991
Executive Inn, Paducah, KY
Any person Interested tn participating
must be between agest 18 to 26.
Call or write B.F. Behrendt or Gary Jones:

MISS KENTUCKY U.S.A. HEADQUARTERS
6870 Greenfield Drive, Paducah, KY 42003
502-898-8943

with a Dominos Pizza

CARAVAN
Hir'riuntil fum'incj Cowuchtina!
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Monday April 15th
Special "Taxes Due Today" Show

v

Dominos will donate
$.50 to SCORE
Eastern Ky University's
Student Athletic Board
for every pizza order
from April 15 - May 5

PiziA

You must identify that you are
ordering in the name of SCORE

,^e*kV
^RAPID FIRE COMED7?

RONNIE BULLARD
COMEDIAN

O'Riley's Main Street

call
623-0030
So order your Pizza NOW!
AND SUPPORT THE NEWEST, MOST EXCITING
STUDENT GROUP ON CAMPUS.
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads baton noon on Mondays. $2 lot10 worts.
■■■'

FOR SALE

HOUSE IN IDYLWJLD. Four
bedroom brick, basement, lake.
$89.900.623-8565.
Absolute Auction - Sat., April 20,
10:00 a.m. 220 S. Collins St,
Richmond. Ideal for fraternity, sorority, private school or club, funeral
home, offices, homeless shelter, youth
center, mailroom or antique mall.
Gilliam Real Estate & Auction, 9869797.
Pwg

""p'""oby J°NATHAN ADAMS

All banged up

Lee Burton and Walter Co mellson of the Madison County Ambulance Service took over a car used
to teach a class on vehicle extraction next to the Begley Building Monday.

Ellis writes book on businessman
By Michael Morgan
Staff writer
University professor Dr. William
Ellis has published his second book, a
publication about Louisville businessman Patrick Callahan.
The book. "Patrick Henry Callahan(1866-1940)," is Callahan's biography and was published by The
Edwin Mellen Press in 1989. Callahan owned the Louisville Varnish
Co., and was very active in politics,
religion and the prohibition movement Ellis said Callahan was a very
interesting person.
"I think he is interesting because
he commented on everything that wen t
on in the country and the world," Ellis
said. "He was interested in everything
going around him. He is the kind of
interesting citizen that I think is very

JONES
Continued from Front page
to provide access to health care for
people who are falling though the
cracks," Jones said. "People now are
understanding that we need to focus
on preventive health care to try to keep
people well rather than wait until they
get sick."
Focusing on Kentucky' s elections,
Jones said elections needed to be held
every other year.
"We could save about $3 million.
I think that it is ridiculous that we have
state elections every year," Jones said.
"Every May and every November the
people of Kentucky are asked to go to
the polls to vote."

GALBRAITH
Continued from Front page
of stress, glaucoma, anorexia, nausea,
migraine headaches, asthma and epilepsy," he said. "That's right. Prove
me wrong on the issues!"
"Instead of dwelling on my physical attributes or the fact that I am
broke, how about using your vast investigative resources to discover
whether my platform is based in scientific fact?" he asked.
Gate wood, as he asked to be called,
begged the journalists to prove him
wrong, and if they did, a $ 10,000 bond
would be waiting for them.
"The race I'm in isn't a game. It's
not the 'Wheel of Fortune,'" he said.
"It's feeling the needs of Kentucky."

SENATE
Continued from Front page
The SCORE program, which is a
university athletic support club, is
going to "bring some excitement into
the EKU sports programs," according
to Senator David Dickens.
'Tor every pizza a student orders.
Domino's will donate 50 cents to the

important in the United States."
Ellis' first book," A Man of Books
and a Man of the People," was about
E.Y. Mullins. Ellis said he first came
across Callahan's name while doing
research on Mullins for his first book.
He is interested in the progressive era
of history and Callahan was active in
that time period.
Information on Callahan was compiled from the Library of Congress,
Notre Dune University and people
who knew Callahan and worked for
him.
Ellis is currently working on a
thud book which he said will be a
biography of Robert Worth Bingham,
the first member of the Bingham family
to own The Courier-Journal in Louisville.
Callahan was described by Ellis as
a "robust Irishman" and a good public

speaker. He said people were drawn to
Callahan's interesting personality
when they heard his speeches. Before
his death, Callahan had talked with
such famous personalities as H.L.
Mencken and Will iam Jennings Bryan.
"Callahan was the kind of person
who could correspond and communicate with people that he not onl y agreed
with but people he disagreed with,"
Ellis said. "Even though you didn't
agree with him, you didn' t dislike him
as a person."
Although he never held a legislative position Callahan pushed for reform in the progressive period. Ellis
said he believes Callahan's strong
patriotism was because he came from
an immigrant family.
"Even nationally 1 think he had an
impact because he corresponded with
so many people," Ellis said."

MEN'S CUTS $5 Kim's Hair
Salon, 112 N. Second St 623-5505.
Walk-ins welcome.
FREESERVICE: Apartment and
Home Locating Service. Choosing
an apartment can be time consuming
and frustrating. RELAX! let us do
the work for you. Call 268-1022 or 1800-437-1022.
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
• TRAIN AND JUMP THE SAME
DAY FOR ONLY $80! LACKEY'S
AIRPORT, US 25south.6milcsfrom
By-Pass. Turn right on Menalaus Rd.
Sat and Sun 10:00a.m. For info, call
(606) 873-4140 evenings. 986-8202
weekends.

Classifieds work.
Give us a try.

The brothers of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonla
Fraternity of America, Omicron Pel chapter, >f\"\ VT A
congratulate their newest members:
^A-* 1V1 /\
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Jones also said a constitutional
convention needed to be held in Kentucky to combine the offices of lieutenant governor, secretary of state and
treasurer.
"One person, I guarantee you, can
perform the duties of those three offices," he said. "We've got an antiquated constitution. There are many,
many changes that need to be made."
Jones said residents of Kentucky
would only show support for a convention if they have confidence in
government leadership.
He said he supports a strong code
of ethics that would be implemented
into the executive branch 60 seconds
after his election.

government can do business with the
government for personal profit, nobody can do business with the government if they have no-bid contracts
with the state," Jones said.
Jones is one of five Democratic
candidates in the May 28 primary.
He said he would not throw mud at
any oft >ther candidates in the race
for governor.
"I just don't run that kind of campaign. You're not going to hear me
being negative about any of the candidates," Jones said. "We are going to
do the things I think the people of
Kentucky are interested in talking
about.
"I think most folks are tired of the
"Noone in the executive branch of mud-slinging campaigns," he said.

Galbraith said getting his plans for
Kentucky into the hands of the residents is the only way he is going to win
his race.
"You have to make the people say,
'Did that son-of-a-gun really say what
I thought he said,'" Galbraith said.
But even while making serious
statements to his audience, Galbraith
continued with his humorous one-liners.
"So I'm going to stand up here and
say hell yeah, I've smoked marijuana.
And all it's made me want to do was to
become an attorney," he said.
Galbraith, one of five candidates
in the May 28 Democratic primary,
told journalists that the legalization of
marijuana is not his only issue.
"I stand on many more issues, and

I figured out how to pay for them loo,"
he said.
A look at Kentucky's schools,
Galbraith said, was an issue he found
most important.
"When you graduate children from
high schools who can't read or write,
who is doing us a favor?" he asked.
"Who the hell is doing us a favor
anyway?"
Out-of-state garbage and gun control are two issues Galbraith said he
does not back.
Keeping his audience laughing,
Galbraith told journalists who confronted him at the end of his speech to
spread the word about him.
"If you folks liked what you heard,
tell your friends," he said. "If you
didn't, keep your mouths shut."

SCORE program," Dickens said.
Students have to say they are ordering on behalf of the SCORE program in order for Domino's to make
the donation.
The Domino's promotion begins
next week and should run through the
end of the semester.
The senate passed a resolution concerning "Cram-a-rama," which is a

program designed to help students
prepare for finals during the last week
of classes.
Senators will work in three hour
shifts to monitor each of the six hour
study sessions.
Also discussed at the meeting was
the possibility of changing the time at
which students can begin parking in
employee lots from 9 p.m. back to 6
p.m.
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292 S. Second Street

$15 For Complete Donation
Open Saturday Mornings 9-12

THERE ARE TWO AM* T6

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre-|
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps- The caduceus on the left
means you're par t of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,!
I not the exception. The gold bar I
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
All You Can Eat
BUFFET

238 E. Main
623-2117

utntn-nm*, ii ■ i MI
11 to 2 AM
11 ■ 11 Ml

Richmond
Mall
624-8200

pizza, spaghetti, breadstlcks ft salad

$3 15
Downtown location

with student ID

SIR PIZZA FREE DELIVERY 623-2117
.!

One extra
Large
16" pizza
with one

(Limit 12)

f\\TJ

Campus
Plasma
Center

(■I

$1.00

E. BROCK — STEVE R. NEWBURY
R. PIKE II — SCOTT A. SWANSEGAR

- Mi *u aiprja fttneonif - jBrotfjer&ooo in ftu«ic *iuct 180S -
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THREE HAMBURGERS FOR

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT
YOUNG COUPLE wanting to stand
out and build business success. Are
ALASKA SUMMER EM- you the couple? Call 986-9639 for
PLOYMENT • fisheries Earn appointment.
S5,000+/month. Free transportation!
ENTREPRENEURS. Make $3000
Room and Board! Over 8.000 openings. No experience necessary. Male per month. Sell Students of America
or Female. For 68-page employment Sunglasses to retail stores anywhere
manual, send $8.95 to M&L Research, in the U.S.A. NO INV. REQ. Write
Box 84008. Seattle. WA 98124 - P.O. Box 70. Tualatin. OR. 97062.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
WKKU-WEKH NEEDS SUMDREAM JOBS NOW! SPRING/ MER HELP! Eastern's public radio
SUMMER WANT A PAID VACA- station needs students who are eliTION IN PARADISE? HAWAII, gible for work study to do summer
CALIF, FLA. CRUISE SHIPS NATL work in operations and news. Call for
PKS & MORE 100'S of address/tel. an appointment, John Leslie Francis,
#'s guaranteed CALL 1-900-226- Op. Supr., 622-1666.
2644 $3/min.
—.
MISCELLANEOUS
Summer Lifeguards - $4.25 hr.
Apply in person at Fort Boonesborough State Park. Red Cross Lifeguard Certification required. Equal
HEADING FOR EUROPE
Opportunity Employer M/F/H.
THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime
with AIRHITCH (r) for $229 from
WATERFRONT DIRECTOR - Cleveland or Detroit, $160 from the
W.S.I, and Lifequard Training re- East Coast! (As reported in NY Times
quired. Contact Outdoor Program A Let's Go!) AIRHITCH (r) 212Specialist, Girl Scout Camp Syca- 864-2000.
more Hills, Box 40466, Nashville,
TN 37204.615-383-0490.
FAST
FUNDR AISING
GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF PROGRAM
Health Supervisor, unit counselors
$1000 in just one week.
and leaders, waterfront, rappelling.
Earn up to $ 1000 for your
horseback, nature, arts and crafts and
campus organization. Plus
kitchen staff needed at Camp Sycaa chance at $5000 more!
more Hills. Contact Charlotte S.
Palmer, Cumberland Valley Girl
This program works! No
Scout Council, Box 40466. Nashinvestment needed. Call
ville, TN 37204 or 615-383-0490.
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

HELP
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$6.95
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Two Lasagna
Dinners

Two Topping
Pizzas

Only

10" $4.95 or 2 for $7.95
12" $6.95 or 2 for $9.95
14" $8.95 or 2 for $12.95
16" $9.95 or 2 for $14.95
«-JI»I

$7.95
Two
Spaghetti
Dinners
Only

$6.95
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Professor discusses Baltic states News. . . in brief
By David Rice
Staff writer

Dr. Loreita Vichomirskytc's secret dream has always been to live in
a free country.
She told a classroom of students in
the Moore Building on Tuesday her
oountry has changed a great deal, but
i| is still not free.
; ". . .Events in the Baltk! States
•tally show to the world that that
oountry is not as democratic as the
world would want it to be," Vidhomirskyte said.
. Vichomirskyte is a visiting English professor from Lithuania. She is
in her second semester of teaching at
Morehead State University.
Her discussion ranged from the
Bistory of the region to the current
political situation in the Baltics and
the Soviet Union.
The Baltic Republics—Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia—are closer to
Western Europe both geographically
and politically than most of the other
republics.
Also, from 1918 to 1940 the Baltics had a period of independence that
ended with the secret pact between
filler and Stalin. The Baltics have
been part of the Soviet Union since
These two facts, Vichomirskyte

said, account for the rapid rise of the
independence movements in the Baltics.
"Those Baltic states, the western
part of the Soviet Union .... They
managed to be kind of independent for
those 20 years and they haven't had
the Communist regime as long as the
other parts of the Soviet Union," Vichomirskyte said.
V ichomirsky te said during the last
50 years the Communists were not
able to smother the idea of independent Baltic nations by exiling or killing
the intellectuals.
She said, "The Communist ideology and the Communist regime did
not actually kill what, obviously, the
Communists had aspired to kill when
they started the whole thing."
"They did not kill the brains of the
nation, the self-awareness. . .of the
nations and that's why there's a patriotic national surge... and the desperate struggle for independence," she
said.
Vichomirskyte said she was not
confident that Lithuania can achieve
full independence, however.
Even though the hard line Communists have tightened their control
in the Baltics since last year, Vichomirskyte said she is not afraid to
speak openly here in the United States.

Vichomirskyte said on her first
visit to the United Slates in 1987 she
had KGB agents watching her for the
entire visit
She also said before the visit she
was instructed on what to say and
what she could not say.
Vichomirskyte said, "They would
instruct us like,' I think you should say
this and this and this, and you should
say it first as if it were your personal
opinion. It would not be nice, though,
to say this and this and this.'"
She said that the secret police did
not instruct her before she came back
this time.
There is a lot of uncertainty in
Lithuania and the other Baltic states
over what will happen to the economy
if Lithuania tries to make its own way
as an independent nation.
Vichomirskyte said the Baltics
were thinking about close economic
cooperation. She said one of the problems they face is having a market for
their economies.
"We're very well aware at this
point that the only common market
that we can have is just among those
nations that have been part of the
Soviet Union," Vichomirskyte said.
There is much debate, also, about
whether Mikhail Gorbachev will

remain in power and, if not, who will
succeed him in office.
Vichomirskyte said she would
rather see Gorbachev stay in power
rather than have Boris Yeltsin in control.
"I think with Gorbachev we at
least know what he is doing. At this
point with Boris Yeltsin, who is there
to spite Gorbachev and who is making
. . . use of this situation, to me he
doesn't seem reliable at all," Vichomirskyte said.
Vichomirskyte also discussed
some of the differences between education in the Soviet Union and in the
United States.
Not only does Vichomirskyte
teach at Morehead, her 16-year-old
daughter goes to school in Rowan
County.
She said the curriculum is harder
in the Soviet Union than it is here.
"The timetable is varied [in the Soviet
Union], they don't have to prepare for
the same subjects every day. At the
same time that allows the system to introduce more subjects into the program," Vichomirskyte said.
Vichomirskyte said she, her husband, who is a physician, and her
daughter will be returning to Morehead in the fall. They will be spending
the summer in Lithuania.

Crockett shifts resident hall authority
By Mike Royer
News
editor
■

Next semester all residence halls
on campus will be under the jurisdiction of one of eight different residence
hall areas in contrast to the five residence hall areas on campus at the
present time.
The campus currently has 14 of
tie 17 residence halls involved in an
area program and next fall all residence halls will belong to an area.
Dean of Student Life Jeanette Crocken said.
Current residence hall areas include the Burnam, Gay, Sullivan area,
the Case and single Brockton area, the
Combs, Beckham and McGregor area,
the Commonwealth, Palmer area, the
Dupree-Todd area and Tclford-Walters area.
Mattox, O'Donnell, Keene and

Martin halls will join a residence hall
area next semester and Martin, McGregor and Combs halls will also become an area.
Crockett said the residence halls
are split into areas for several reasons
including the geographical location of
the halls on campus and the number of
students housed in each hall.
Each residence hall area is run by
an area coordinator, a position that
replaced the job of residence hall director, Crockett said.
"Approximately four years ago we
made a plan to go to areas for residence halls for a couple of reasons.
One reason was we only had entry
level positions for our staff and we felt
the need for them to be able to step up
to middle management positions,"
Crockett said.
Another reason for the switch to
the area system was personnel posi-

tions could be cut without affecting
students or hurting student service,
Crockett said.
Sandra Fee, area coordinator of
the Beckham, Combs, McGregor area,
said the switch from hall director to
area coordinator has not caused any
problems but can make her life busier.
"You have a number of responsibilities. You are responsible for three
halls and have more meetings to attend," she said.
Fee said she likes to let the halls
keep their identity, even though they
are part of an area.
"I take the approach where I let
each hall keep its individual personality and governing system," Fee said."
But every area does it a little different."
According to Crockett, two area
coordinators will not be returning to
their positions next fall. The area

coordinators of the Tel ford-Walters
and Commonwealth-Palmer areas are
leaving their positions.
When a coordinator leaves, the
replacement process is m uc h like other
personnel searches on campus. Crockett said the university will advertise
the vacancy to get responses from
other universities as well as Eastern.
"We advertise through placement
services and through The Chronicle of
Higher Education, and we get interest
from other schools," Crockett said
Crockett said there are already SO
candidates for the Tclford-Walters area
job.
Area coordinators must have a
master's degree in student personnel
or guidance counseling and when they
become area coordinator they must
live in one of their area residence
halls.

Make Headlines
The Eastern Progress is now taking applications for paid
staff positions. Become a part of one of the top three
non-daily college newspapers in the country. Learn
Macintosh skills and and an understanding of layout and
design. Earn-co-op credit and get on-the-job experience.
Staff positions
PageB-8
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Wright dies Tuesday
following long illness

Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Copy Editor
Assistant Copy Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Activities Editor
Arts Editor
Special Section Editor
Photo Editor
Assistant Photo Editor
Staff Artist
Cartoonist
Advertising Director
Advertising Sales Reps
Circulation Director

Applications and staff
descriptions available in
117 Donovan Annex
Application deadline:
Monday, April 15

compiled by Mike Royer

Survey evaluates health services
The university's Student Health Services personnel want to know if
they are doing their jobs right
Dr. Fredrick Gibbs. director of Student Health Services, and the Student Health Advisory Committee designed a 10-question survey.
The survey, which was answered by 378 people from March 25 to
March 29, covers a number of areas relating to the use of university health
care services.
Gibbs said the three main goals of the survey are to see if changes have
been made in waiting time for care, how good the care students receive is
and what resources are or are not being used.
The exact questions on the survey ranged from "How long did you wait
in the lobby?" to "Are you aware that condoms are available at the SHS?"
Survey results are still being calculated and are expected to be released
April 29.
A survey like this is conducted about every two years to keep up with
changing needs, Gibbs said.
Gibbs said past surveys have resulted in the development of the Student Health Services' cold clinic and health education resources such as
videos and the IBM system in Uie lobby of the health services' portion of
the Rowlelt Building.

Quiz bowl team places second
A team of five students from the university placed second among 10
teams last month in a quiz bowl competition at the 17th annual Southeast
Conclave for students in wildlife and resource management
Eastern beat Clemson University, Murray State University, Tennessee
Tech, the University of Florida, Mississippi Slate, the University of Georgia, Oklahoma State and the University of Tennessee.
Eastern faced Texas A&M in the championship, but lost to the team
from College Station, Texas 65-60.

Death penalty debate re-scheduled
A debate between two legal experts on capital punishment that was
scheduled for April 1 has been re-scheduled for Wednesday April 17 in the
Posey Auditorium of the Stratum Building.
The speakers are John Gillig, chief of criminal appeals for the State Attorney General's Office and Erwin Lewis will be debating on the issue of
the death penalty.

Students charged with shoplifting
Two university students were arrested by a Richmond Police officer
April 2 and charged with felonies for shoplifting from two Eastern By-pass
merchants.
Felecia Gay Ford, 18. of Case Hall and Shawn Sherille Wood, 20, also
of Case Hall were arrested after a Roses department store employee
spotted the two stuffing lingerie into a backpack and contacted the police.
When Richmond police searched the backpack teddy lingerie, five
bras and a pair of panties stolen from Rose's were discovered.
Police also uncovered more than SI00 worth of clothing in the backpack taken from the Two-Price Store on the by-pass.
Both students were charged with theft by unlawful taking, a misdemeanor, for possession of the Roses clothing and a felony charge of receiving stolen property over $100 for possession of the Two-Price Store's
clothing.
Ford and Wood were released from custody on $1,000 unsecured
bond. They will be arraigned in Madison District Court April 15.

You've probably spent
close to $40,000 getting
your degree. Shouldn't
you invest something in
your career search?
A college education isn't easy to earn or pay for.
So now that you're ready to move from the world
of term papers to the world of monthly reports,
you simply can't afford to jeopardize your
career search by using amateur looking resumes
or writing vague cover letters to the wrong
people at the right companies.
Career Search Services helps take the frustration
out of looking for a career. Whether you plan on
working in a small town or a major city, we can
help you make a great first impression with
professionally written resumes and cover letters.
And our database and mail merge services make
sending out multiple job applications effortless.
Call today to preregister for our free one hour
workshop on getting your career search started.

'CAREER WORKSHOPS
Ready, Set, Go Get a Job
How to kick off and manage your job search
Tuesday, April 9
Thursday, April 11
Monday, April 15
Thursday, April 18
Saturday, April 20

7-8 pm
12 noon-1 pm
5-6 pm
5:30-6:30 pm
10-11 am

CAREER wM
SEARCHservices
201 Water Street #3 Richmond, Kentucky 40475 623-1661
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Black kids didn 't play with Casper
(the Friendly Ghost.) We thought he
was a baby Klan member. **
—Dr. Bertice Berry

6

Allen Blair, editor

Campus comic
blends comedy
with message
By J.S. Newton

member."
•"My husband's name is Michael
Weaver. And mine is Bertice Berry... I let
She tells jokes, preaches to her congrehim keep his last name."
gation and gives advice to those who don't
•She said she doesn't like how
see the differences between blacks and
women's bathrooms have stall doors that
whites.
open in. She said they hit your knees. To
Standing tall at S foot 1 with her chin up give the men a feeling of having this type of
high and her voice echoing from the walls
relief problem. Berry said she would "start
of the Keen Johnson Ballroom, Dr. Bertice
putting all of your urinals on the ceiling."
Berry lets it all fly.
•On driving. Berry talked about how
In the campus newspaper, she is billed
the current highway system is inadequate.
as a comedienne with a message.
"There should be two separate highways,"
she said, "One for us who can drive and
That she is. She doesn't drink, doesn't
do drugs and said Tuesday night to a crowd another for that person who drives five
of 200 that she has never had a need for
miles down the highway with his turn signal
getting high.
on. Stupid drivers, can't live with 'em, can't
"I'm a black woman from the land of the kiU'em.'
free, the home of the brave," she said. "I
•She talked about the philosophy
don't need another illusion."
teacher who asked her if, in fact, a book she
For an hour and a half, Berry, who has a had in her hand was actually real or a
doctorate in sociology, did impressions of
figment of her imagination.
Tina Turner, Whoopi Goldberg and Leon
"I know it's real 'cause I just paid $59.95
Spinks.
for it," she said.
She talked about bad drivers, teaching
and stereotypes.
These are just a few examples of Berry's
"My comedy comes from things that
humor, which sounds better than it reads.
piss me off," she said following her
But although Berry does comedy, she
show."Race and sex and all of that kind of
also has a serious side.
stuff."
She encouraged those who attended her
With dark brown dread locks, dark
show to make a difference in the world
brown eyes, long silver earings, a black suit around them and to have fun at whatever
jacket and pants, she said race is often a
they do in life.
prime topic of her comedy routines.
"You can still be who you are, even with
She tells jokes and juxtaposes her humor all of our differences, and make good things
into her lectures around bits and pieces of
happen," Berry said.
scholarly advice.
"There is nothing more important than
Here are some jokes from her repertoire: being happy and passing that happiness on
to other people."
• "People ask me, 'What's the transi"Don't let the world give you an ulcer.
tion like, going from teaching to comedy?' I Give it right bock," she said.
say, 'What transition?"
After the show Berry stood around for a
•About the cartoon Casper, the Friendly while and hugged people from the audience.
Ghost she said, "Black kids didn't play with
Berry will be back for orientation in the
Casper. We thought he was a dead Klan
summer.
Editor

Dr. Bertice Berry entertained an
audience of about 200 Tuesday night
In the Keen Johnson Ballroom. Berry
holds a doctorate In sociology and
uses her comedy to make people
laugh as well as to make people think
about current issues.
Progress Photos by JONATHAN ADAMS

In Pursuit of A Dream Car...
Students can get that new car through loans
By Donald L. DeZarn
Staff writer
One of the first investments most students make is in
a new car.
But, obtaining a financing package that is acceptable
to both buyer and seller can sometimes be a difficult task.
"I wouldn't have been able to buy a new car if I hadn't
financed through Ford," said Alan Cope, a student
"I tried to get financing through the bank but it's hard
to get if you don't have some type of credit history ."
Most automobile dealers have some type of financing
program available that is readily acceptable and accommodating to the lifestyle of the average American.
The larger franchised auto dealers, such as Ford and
General Motors, have separate financing corporations
established that can provide credit packages to most
qualified customers as well as students.
Ford Motor Company finances a majority of the automobilcs it sells through its own credit corporation.
One of the largest groups of customers who choose to
use the services of Ford's credit company is the first-time
buyer.
With this in mind. Ford has established special packages for the first-time buyer.
Many college students take advantage of these special
packages to make their first new car purchase.
Cope is one of those students who chose to use the
financing options that Ford provides for the first-time
buyer.
Still many students decide to use banks and credit
unions to finance the purchase of a new car.
"I financed my car through the bank at home," said
Bill Bowman.
"I had already bought one car when I was in high
school and financed it through the bank so it was fairly
easy this time," he said.
Automobile manufacturers established financing cor-

porations such as GMAC in an effort to provide customers
with a finance option that is more attractive than what a
bank or other lending institution is able to offer.
Financing corporations such as GMAC try to provide
more options to college seniors who are about to enter the
workforce.
"Every franchised General Motors dealer has available to them the resources of General Motors Acceptance
Corporation,'' said Maria Stockton, a GMAC representative.
"Generally, wc make more effort to reach the first-time
buyer who is a college senior,'' Stockton said, "We like to
reach out to the younger buyers who are maybe forming a
brand loyalty that will last a lifetime."
GMAC has a variety of financing options available
that will allow most buyers to establish some type of financing package while they are still in the dealer's showroom she said.
These options allow financing for 12 to 72 months.
"Generally, the finance rate on GMAC loans is better
than what the average person is able to obtain from the
local bank or credit union," Stockton said.
Financing rates vary greatly among different banks
and credit unions, but on average, GMAC financing runs
about 2 percent lower than that offered by other sources,
Stockton said.
Auto dealers count on the lower finance rate to entice
the customer to make the purchase.
Last year one out of every six Americans made the
decision to buy a new automobile.
Nearly 70 percent of those individuals who bought a
new car took out some type of loan to help pay for the car.
If you are one of those people that plan to take out a loan
for your new car then there are corporations and companies
out there that are reac. to help you.
Ford, General Motors, Chrysler and other car dealers
all provide the financing packages.
Now it's up to you to find your dream car.
Progras Photo by LESLIE YOUNG

Cycling becomes solution to parking, exercise problems for some.
By Pamela Abney
Staff writer
As spring settles in on campus there is one
more sign of warm weather besides the blooming of trees and the chirping of birds.
The bicycles are back.
For many students, cycling is a means of
travel on a busy campus. But the bicycle
serves other purposes.
Physical activity and recreation also play
roles in the reason some people choose a bike
over other vehicles.
"It's the best alternative to driving a car,"

said Dave Canter, an occupational therapy
major. Canter has been cycling for two years
and said he rides his bike mostly because he
doesn't have to worry about parking and it's
faster than walking.
Canter uses his bike for activity also. He
sometimes rides other places just for the exercise.
"It'sreal good for the upper thigh muscles,"
he said.
Dr. Agnes Chrietzberg, professor of physical education, blends exercise with recreation.
For five years she has gone on bike vacations called Cycle America. These vacations

involve groups of cyclists joining together and
touring the country on bicycles.
Chrietzberg said there are several other
vacations of this type available. Some are
statewide and others are cross country.
These last all summer and are designed to
allow cyclists to join at any point and stay with
the group for as long as they wish.
The tour includes staff members, mechanic
vans to keep the bicycles repaired and vans to
carry tents and luggage.
According to Chrietzberg, the group tours
during the day and attends seminars, local
lectures or Kiwanis events in the evenings.

They camp in parks or schools at night and
have one day per week with no cycling.
"It's just a great vacation," she said,
"Everyone is such a delight. 1 can't wait until
the next year to plan my bike vacation."
Chrietzberg is also involved in a cycling
club called Bluegrass Wheelmen in Lexington
and a group known as Rails To Trails Conservancy.
Rails To Trails aims at converting old
railroads to bike or hiking trails. The Bluegrass Wheelmen hosts many activities for
cyclists.
The University offered a cycling class

years ago, Chrietzberg said, but no longer
does because of unsafe roads.
But, Canter has no complaints about cycling on campus.The university is pretty liberal and most motorists are courteous, he said.
"It's never any problem at all."
According to the National Safety Council,
anyone riding bicycles should practice bike
safety.
They recommend bright, reflective clothing, protective shoes and a helmet.
Fitting the size of the bike to the rider is
also a concern.
A cyclist always needs the right bike.
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Spring art show
runs until April 26

Shaw's 'Arms and the Man'
to be revived April 24-27
By Karen Geiger
Staff writer

Raina thinks life is a fairy
tale, Louka feels she deserves
belter in life and Sergius expects
everyone to bow at his feet
These are some of the charac ters in George Bernard Shaw's
very verbal play "Arms and the
Man," to be produced April 2427 in EKU's Gifford Theatre.
The play is a comedy, set in
the 1890s, about a young woman
who has been protected her whole
life and now yearns for some excitement
"It's a real challenge," said
Jim Moreton, associate professor
in the theatre and arts department
and director of the play.
"It's a very busy show," he
explained, noting that the threeset show is an "incredible challenge" for the actors because their
parts emphasize spoken words
rather than actions.
Moreton's expectations for
the play is that it turns out well
and everyone comes to see it
Moreton has been directing plays
for 15 years.
"Our language is very important in this play," said Beth
Kirkpatrick, a theatre arts major

uBecause I am a ceramics

By Lee McClellan
Arts editor

This spring's student art show,
which runs through April 26 in the
Giles Gallery of the Jane Campbell
Building, is in some ways a departure
from shows in years past
"I thought two things about this
year's show," said Tim Glotzbach, an
art professor at the university. "Number one is that the quality of work has
gotten much stronger over the past
couple of years, in particular ceramics. Secondly, the show to some people
may seem a sparser show than past
years, but I would rather see a few
works displayed well than an
over-crowded show."
"I thought it was strong, but it
could have been stronger," said Darryl Houston, a graduate art student
from Morning View who has several
works on display in the show. 'There
was a lot more three dimensional
pieces in it"
Others agreed with Houston.
"Because I am a ceramics major, I
am pleased with the show, so people
can see there's another side of ceramics other than functional pots," said
Melissa Bradford, a 21-year-old ceramics major from Ft. Thomas. "The
three-dimensional pieces dominated
over the two-dimensional pieces this
year."
Houston also wanted to show more
of the aesthetic side of his pottery
rather than the strictly functional side.
"I was working with form and
functional environment and more of a
sculptural form," Houston said. "I
wanted to put more of an aesthetic
value in it, rather than being a cover jar
with a lid."
Potters are not the only artists
represented in the show. There are
also paintings, mixed media works,
photography, drawings, jewelry and
sculpture alongside theceramic pieces.
One of Kendra Kennedy's paintings from Ron Issac's figure painting
class is on display in the show.
"I wanted to do a large painting
with more than one figure. The main
figure is abstracted somewhat," Ken-

major, I am pleased with
the show, so people can
see there is another side to
ceramics other than
functional pots. 5 9
— Molltta Bradford
ncdy said.
Jeff Haines, a senior art major
from Nashville, Tenn. has pottery,
jewelry and mixed media pieces exhibited in the show this year.
His mixed media pieces "are pieces
that are, for the most part, generated
from memories of growing up in my
house," he said.
"You get an idea for extremely
pleasing shapes."
"It is much more interesting to
work in the abstract sense. It's not
finite. When I am working with something like a memory, you don't have a
photo in front of you," Haines said.
"It's the idea that creates the memories, not the actual images. Its a flash
of a shape."
Pamela Richmond, a senior jewelry major from Berea, said her painting "Windspirit" was also inspired by
abstract ideas.
"It was for a class," she said. "It
was a self portrait. We had two paintings; one was a mirror painting, the
other one is a painting where you look
for the inside about how you feel."
"The one I entered is about how I
feel," Richmond said. "It really doesn't
represent [that] by looking, but it is
about how I feel."
The student show is free and open
to the public. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.
through 4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. Sundays.
The candidates for a bachelor in
fine arts will present the next show in
the Giles Gallery. The show will run
from May S through May 10 with an
opening reception on May 5 at 2:30
p.m.

Progress photo* fry LESLIE YOUNG

At
top:
Kendra
Kennedys "My Own
Monster."
At left:
Elizabeth Spurlock's
"Sculptural Teapot.
Below:
Melissa
Bradford's "Sculptural
Teapot."

who plays Raina in the production.
Raina wants her world to be as
perfect as a storybook novel, said
Kirkpatrick, until one night when an
enemy soldier sneaks into her room
and shows her otherwise.
This is Kirkpatrick's fourth major
part in an EKU Theatre production.
"I'm very excited, because this is
my first big role in a play at the university," said Bob Davis, a foreign
language major. "This is my chance
to prove myself."
Davis plays Sergius, a war hero
who expects all to bow at his feet, but
is in for a rude awakening when he
returns home.
Davis has had two roles in plays at
the university, but this will be his first
major part. "I'm nervous," he said,
but added that "things are coming together fast."
For every character in this play,
"there is a lot of focus on the language," said Tare Harlow, a speech
and theatre arts major.
Harlow plays Louka, a maid who
feels she deserves some of the better
things in life.
Louka falls in love with a man who
plans on marrying Raina.
Tickets for "Arms and the Man"
go on sale Monday, April IS, at the
EKU Theatre box office located in the
lobby of the Jane F. Campbell Building.

Phi Mu Alpha presents
its 'American Musicale'
Progress Staff Report
The Omicron Psi chapter of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity will
present its "American Musicale" at
7:30 p.m. on April 14 in Posey
Auditorium of the Stratton Building.
The show will feature a wide
variety of music written by American composers from the classical,
folk, jazz and rock genres, including two songs composed by members of the chapter.
"The Coin (I)." a sonnet by
Arthur Brestel arranged for voice,

TOMSITOMS'

cello and piano by graduate music student Philip Todd, will be presented; as
will "Sunset at Half Moon Bay," an
original jazz trumpet work written by
music major Shaun Owens.
The late American composer Aaron
Copland, a member of the fraternity, will
remembered with an arrangement of his
"Fanfare For The Common Man."
George Gershwin's "Rialto Ripples,"
arranged by for saxophone quartet, is
also slated for the show.
Two songs by John Denver, a performance by the group "Due East" and a
rendition of War's hit song "Low Rider"
are also scheduled for the concert, which
is free and open to the public.
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Book Fest a heaven for writers
By Lee McClellan
Arts editor

LeeB.
McClellan

To Lee McClellan, with best
wishes-Writing is a tough field -but
remember I told you-Charles Bracelcn
Flood, Richmond, Kentucky, April 4,
1991."
As a pledge in the Kappa Alpha
Order at UK, exerpts of Charles
Bracelcn Rood's book "Lee: The Last
Years" were required reading. I never
thought I would meet the man, or have
him sign my book that way.
But at last week's Book Fest, anyone could meet some well-known and
not well-known authors like they were
on the street, at a bar or anywhere. The
authors present were approachable and
congenial.
Where else could I meet James
Still, Flood, noted Kentucky historian
Thomas Clark, Loyal Jones and many
others but at an event like this.
Flood and I got involved in a long
conversation about writing, Vietnam,
his next book and nerve gas. Having
covered four Olympics for the Associated Press, been in Vietnam in 1967
and written many historical books.
Rood was a mother lode of informa-

Blue Notes
tion for a young writer still in awe of
the business and its practitioners.
Flood recently had his book about
Vietnam, "The War of the Innocents,"
reprinted by Bantam Books.
"It was ideal," Flood said of his
Vietnam experience, "so many media
people. I traveled around free lancing.
I was about240miles north of Saigon."
Along the way in Vietnam, Flood
came across many media people, who
through that war became famous. And
some who have careers restored because of Operation Desert Storm.
"I frequently had lunch with Peter
Arnett in Saigon," Flood said. Flood
also had the opportunity to meet award
winning photographer Horst Faas and
New York Times correspondent David
Halberstam.
I was also afforded the oppportunity to talk to James Still. Still is a

nationally known author from Eastern
Kentucky, and his book "River of
Earth" is regarded as a classic. Still is
a simple man in appearance, completely belying the deep soul and intelligence of the man. He told me he
will speak at Cornell University soon.
He also told me of his new book, "The
Wolfpen Notes."
It is a collection of quotes and
stories he has collected from people
who live in the Hindman, Ky., area
where he resides in a cabin.
"A good many of us recite poems
and novels, but these people are speaking on their own," Still said. "It is
different, it is all in quotes. There has
never been another book like this." He
was more proud though of the fact that
the Children' s Theater of Kentucky is
going to drama tize hischildren's fable,
"Jack and the Wonderbeans."
On my way out to inhale the hot
breath of a stale Marlboro, I by chance
ran into Thomas Clark, the author of a
book on Kentucky history which is
still the standard used by many teachers. "I wrote the book from 1934 to
1937, and I revised it twice, one time
in 1975." Clark said.
Clark was a teacher at the univer-

sity for three years. "I wrote' Agrarian
Kentucky' right in that office," Clark
said as he pointed to a window in the
Keen Johnson Building.
He took 20 minutes or so to talk to
me, and at the end of our impromui
interview he loWmc that he had to go
home and see his wife who had fallen
and broken her hip the day before. I
felt bad for keeping him.
He then picked up his large slack
of unsold books and sauntered down
the pavilion in front of the Daniel
Boone statue, stooped over from the
weight of his books.
Age may have taken away some
of his physical faculties, but not one
ounce of his dignity or kindness.
I think about the opportunity afforded by this Book Fest and I wonder
how many students are robbed of the
same opportunites by their apathy. So
many students think all there is to
school is a hangover on Friday, tests
and gas money for their ride home on
the weekend.
One student who was leaving the
Book Fest summed up a lot of students
philosophy on university events, notably the Book Fest, "Just a bunch of
authors in there running their lips."
Those are great lips.

EKU TOP 10 ALBUMS

1. "Flashpoint" - Rolling Stones
2. "Mane Attraction" - White Lion
3. "Creatures of Light" - Billy Squler
4. "Out of Time" - R.E.M.
5. "Freakshow" - Bullet Boys
6. "Mama Said" - Lenny Kravttz
7. "Electric Barnyard" - Kentucky Headhunters
8. "Truth" - Black Cat Bone
9. "Vagabond Heart" - Rod Stewart
10. "Black and White" - BoDeans
Compiled by Paul Ramsey, Recordsmlth

tor of all six Book Fests. "But here you
can meet them, they are humble and
accessible."
"I think it is a great idea to recognize people who are creative," Sharon
McConnell, a semi-professional librarian at the university, said.
"Starting in 1974,1 was curator of
the Townsend Room," McConnell
said. "We used to have a tea for one
another. Six years ago. we did one for
all the Townsend Room authors and
we have had one since."
Noted author Robert Powell presented a number of his works which
deal with the history of Kentucky.
Among the works that Powell is
known for include "Sketches of Ken-

Staff writer
Thirty-five Kentucky authors were
on hand to present their work, exchange ideas and be open to questions
as part of the sixth annual Book Fest
April 4 in the Keen Johnson Building.
The main purpose of the Book
Fest was to allow students and faculty
members to learn directly from the
author exactly what it takes to put a
book together.
"Its primary goal is a chance for
the authors to meet each other. They
share a lot of common sympathies. A
lot of folks here create in isolation,"
said Ernest Wey hrauch, the coordina-
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in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky.
"The characters in my work are
what I feel to be an accurate depiction
of the Appalachian people when I was
a young man," Still said. "The preparation for my work came many years
ago as I observed the culture that I was
a part of."
Many in attendance thought this
year's Book Fest was one of the best
"From what I've heard, this is the
best book fair they've had," said Randy
Patrick, co-author of "Democracy
Watch: Nicaragua."
"I think it has been one of the most
successful. We like to have the students and the people in the community come out and meet the authors,"
McConnell said.

Music

A student recital of Mozart's work will be presented at 7:30 p.m.,
tonight in Brock Auditorium. This concert is part of the Mozart Festival
sponsored by the department of music.
A faculty recital of Mozart's works will be presented at 7:30 p.m.,
April 12 in Brock Auditorium. This recital is part of the Mo/an Festival.
David Cooper of the department of music will present a recital at 7:30
p.m., April 16 in Brock Auditorium.
The Beat Farmers and Big Wheel will perform at 8:30 p.m. tonight at
the Louisville Gardens. Tickets are $8, general admission. For ticket information, call (800) 225-7337.
The Back Doors will be in concert at 7:30 p.m. at Bogart's in
Cincinnati on April 12. Tickets are S7.7S in advance and S8.7S day of
show and are available through Ticketron. For more information, call
(800) 225-7337.
The Ramones will be in concert at 7 pjn.. April 15 at Bogart's in
Cincinnati. Tickets are $ 14.50 in advance and $ 15.50 day of show and are
available through Ticketron. For more information, call (800) 225-7337.
Buddy Guy will play the blues at 8:30p.m., April 18 at the Louisville
Gardens. Tickets are $13 in advance and $14 day of show and are
available through Ticketron. For more information, (800) 225-7337.
The Roches will be in concert at 7 p.m., April 17 at Bogart's in
Cincinnati. Tickets are $10 in advance and $11 day of show and are
available through Ticketron. For more information, call (800) 225-7337
or (513) 281-8400.

The Power
Of Flowers

623-0340

Starts Friday!

MICHAEL J

tucky" and "History of Kentucky's
Counties."
"Those two books were put together over quite a period of time,"
Powell said. "With that type of book,
it's not something that can be completed in a short time frame. It takes
research that is often times quite exhausting."
Nationally known Appalachian
author James Still was also in attendance.
Still established hisreputation with
such works as "The Wolfpen Poems,"
"The Run for the Elbertas" and "River
of Earth."
Almost all of Still's works revolve
around his experiences of his early life
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Thirty-five authors on hand to lend an ear
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The Eastern Progress

Susan Gayle Reed, editor

Student explains meaning
behind Muslim holy month
Among world religion, Islam
enjoys a unique position. The word
Islam has many meanings which
include peace, surrender and commitment to Allah.
Islam was the seal of messages
for wide coverage of solutions to
problems, whether of essential or
partial importance. It contained all
that organized the life of the individual and the community in respective of time, place and race,
granting them an honorable good
life on Earth and happiness in the
hereafter.
There are five pillars of beliefs
in Islam, namely belief in Allah
who has no partner, belief in many
prophets but one message and belief in the Quran (Arabic for Koran) and the other holy scriptures.
Muslims believe that Jewish and
Christian holy books contain revelations of God but these revelations were later edited, revised and
rehashed by human beings. Also
included are belief in angels and in
the day of judgment
The five pillars of observance
in Islam include repeating the creed,
prayers toward Mecca five limes a
day, charity, fasting and pilgrimage once in the lifetime unless suffering from illness or poverty.
Muslims all over the world are
now observing the month of fasting. In the United States the month
began March 17. In Islamic juris-

Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS

Joel Pett, editorial cartoonist for the Lexington Herald-Leader and creator of "Waiiy the
Weasel," demonstrated his artistic abilities In a KIPA session held Friday.

State's top journalists speak
with college paper staffs
By Susan Gayle Reed
Activities editor
Journalists from 18 college
newspaper staffs around the state
converged at the university April
4-6 for the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association's annual
convention.
Experts in various fields of
journalism spoke in concurrent
sessions from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
April 5 in the Powell Building.
Session topics included writing humor columns, photojournalism, copy-editing, making job
connections, sportswriting, ad
design, gaining access to public
records, journal ism ethics and editorial cartoons.
Speakers for the sessions included columnist Merlene Davis,

Copy Cantor

investigative reporter Kit Wagar, photographer Charles Bertram, advertising manager Brenda Waybright and
editorial cartoonist Joel Pett of the
Lexington Herald-Leader and Lisa
Frost and Bob Hill of the Louisville
Courier Journal, among others.
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith also spoke
at the KIPA banquet which was held
at 6:30p.m. in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Galbraith spoke about his
"Choice" campaign and his platform
to legalize the growing and taxation of
marijuana in Kentucky, among other
issues.
The convention drew to a close
April 6 as the journalists received
awards for works submitted earlier to
the judges.
The Eastern Progress staff won 48

iCcfoy

Copies

April Only
Resume'Special
$1,9.95
Includes:
•Typeeettloff,
*20 Resume Copies
*20 Covers
•20 Envetopee

awards in all, including the best
overall design award for the second
year in a row.
Other Progress awards included
first place for investigative reporting, editorials, editorial cartoons,
opinion pages, sports news story,
sports feature, original illustrations
and advertising design.
The progress staff also won several second and third place awards
and honorable mentions.
J.S. Newton, Progress editor and
president of KIPA for the 1991 year,
received the Outstanding Kentucky
Journalist award for the second year
in a row.
Clint Riley, Progress assistant
news editor, was elected KIPA president and will oversee the 1992 convention which will be held at Westem Kentucky University next April.

Lowest Prices, Best Quality
Fostest delivery;
What Else Do YouWant?

Sajid
Kadri
Your Turn

prudence, fasting means abstinence
from dawn til sunset
To abstain from food and drink
during the day in the month of Ramadan is a revolution against what the
people have been accustomed to doing
in their everyday life so that they may
have the chance to seek, think, contemplate and prepare their souls for
human perfection and to be able to
lead a strong, straight and clean life.
Fasting is a best moral exercise
because it refines the souls and increases the generous human life. Fasting is also a physical act of devotion
and a spiritual exercise. One who
avoids fasting without genuine reasons is a sinner and transgressor.
Only those who are mature and
healthy, however, are obligated to fast.
Fasting is corrupted due to sexual
intercourse during the day, secreting
sperm when done on purpose, voluntarily taking in solid or liquid substances, smoking whether through the
mouth or nose, or taking an injection
through the hind part of the body.
There are many historic events Kadri is a computer science major
and deeds that took place during the from Pakistan.

RHA Casino draws student gamblers
By Janeen Miracle
Staff writer
Normally, university students
wouldn't pay $100,000 for a basketball, $40,000 for a radar detector,
$23,000 for a talking Ban Simpson
doll or even $13,000 for a big sipper.
But at the Residence Hall Association Casino Night April 3, students
cashed in play money in the thousands
for these and other prizes.
Fifty cents got university students
in the door with $1,000 worth of play
money to gamble. Before the betting

bash ended an auction took place so
that students could use their night's
earnings to buy prizes.
"I love this project," said Frank
Coffey, vice-president. "It's a good
alternative to going downtown.
The casino had two roulette, two
poker and eight blackjack tables.
Other prizes included a "Married
With Children" game, a Michael Jordan T-shirt and sports equipment
Students were allowed to buy only
two prizes with their winnings so that
there would be more of an equal distribution of prizes among students.
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"We've had this the past two
semesters and it's been really successful,'' Stacey Moore, treasurer for RHA,
said. "We charge admission, but we
spend a lot on prizes. The money we
make goes back into our account"
"We usually make around $100."
Coffey said. "We just want students to
have a good time, so our main concern
is not to make money."
"It's a big project, but with every
RHA event you get a lot of experience," said President Ron Henrick.
The "gambling" took place in the
Keen Johnson ballroom.

One Dozen Roses for
$3.99
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month of Ramadan. Among them
is the night of power, which has the
significance of being better than a
thousand months. This was the
night when Quran was sent down.
Muslims spend the night in praying, asking forgiveness of their sins
and reciting Quran.
Among the social phenomenon is that there should be a feast
one or more days wherein Muslims show their joy and happiness.
One feast in Islam called EID-ALFITR comes at the end of the fasting month of Ramadan. The purpose of the feast is to show Muslims joy in completing the obligation of fasting that Allah has prescribed for them.
The purpose of the other feast
.EID-AL-ADHA, is to show joy in
the pilgrimage that reminds of sacrifice, redemption and equality
among people. In this feast the
Muslims sacrifice animals in the
name of Allah.
Even non-Muslim scholars accept that the language and wording
of Quran have remained in their
original form. All the verses have
been recorded in the lifetime of the
prophet Mohammad and many
Muslims had the whole Quran in
their memories. This is unique to
Islam.
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tion, call Beth Holbrook or Randy
Johnson at 622-2323.

April 15. 7 p.m. Theater classroom,
Lexington Community College. The
Central Kentucky Computer Society
will hold its general meeting. Jeff
Today and tonight
Acerson will demonstrate WordPerApril 11.11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Kennamer fect for Windows. For information,
Room, Powell Building. The EKU call Richard Gehlback at (606) 266baccalaureate nursing students and the 7446.
American Heart Association will hold
a free blood pressure clinic and an April 16. Baseball Held. RHA will
assessment of cardiovascular risk hold a day at the game. The two floors
factors. For information, call Victoria with the most participants will win TBaker at 622-4535 or Kimberly Bel- shirts and cups.
lucci at 624-5955.
4:30-6:30 p.m.The Writing-Reading
5:30 p.m. Kennamer Room, Powell Center. Room 346, Wallace. The
Building. Students for Hopkins will center will hold a workshop on writhold an organizational meeting.
ing summaries.

Progress photo by LESLIE YOUNG

Markus Thomas, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha, took part In a
step show sponsored by the fraternity April 4 at Model School.

Intramural update
The triathlon will be held at 10 a.m., April 20. Registration forms are
available at the Intramural Office.
The Co-Rec Volleyball tournament will be held at 6 p.m., April 23 in
Weaver Gym. Entry deadline is at 4:30 p.m., April 22. T-shirts will be
given to all players.
Tickets for the Kentucky Derby arc being sold in the Intramural Office.
Cost for tickets is $ 15, $5 off the regular price. The last day to buy tickets
is May 3 at 3 p.m.

5:30 p.m. Room 330, Wallace Build- 6:30 pjn. Regents Room, Powell
ing. The Explorers Club will meeL
Building. Sigma Tau Delta will hold a
banquet. Cost is $6 for members and
Upcoming
their guests. Reservations may be made
by calling Dr. Robert Burkhart's ofApril 13.10a.m.-noon. The Division fice.
of Special Programs is offering a class
on "Promoting Your Toddler's Self- 9 p.m. Conference Room E, Powell
Estcem." Tuition is $12.
Building. The first general meeting of
Golden Key will be held.
April 13.8 a.m. - 5 p.m. The Catholic
Newman Center will hold an Appala- April 17. 4:30 - 6 p.m. Room 346.
chian Work Day at Peace Place in Wallace Building. A workshop tided
Williamsburg and will paint a house "Give 'em What They Want" will be
in Lincoln County. This is the last held.
work day for the semester. For information, call Jan Engle at 623-9400. 4:30-5:30p.m. Jaggers Room.Powell
Building. Barbara Hager will present
Noon. The Black Student Union and "Where in the World Do I Look for a
the Office of Minority Affairs will Job?" For information, call Career
present the Black Student Leadership Development and Placement at 622Conference. Nikki Giovanni will 2765.
speak. Tickets for the luncheon are S8
and are available through the Office of 5:30 p.m. Room 9, Carter Building.
Minority Affairs until April 10. There Carl Marsh, Berca College forester,
is no charge for those interested in will speak on "New Techniques in
hearing Giovanni speak and not par- Soil Conservation."
ticipating in the meal.
7 p.m. Combs Hall Lobby. Combs
7:30 -10:30 p.m. The Catholic New- Hall will present "AIDS: Get the
man Center will sponsor a night hike. Facts."
Participants should bring a flashlight.
For information, call 623-9400.
April 18. 7 p.m. Campus Bookstore.
The Athletic Trainers Society will hold
April 14.1 - 5 p.m. and April 15,8:30 an auction. One-half of the proceeds
- 4:30 p.m. Perkins Conference Cen- benefit the National Leukemia Sociter. An Institutional Arts and Crafts ety and the other half benefits the
Exhibition, which will include over Athletic Trainers Club.
100 works from various offenders,
will be held. Selected works will be April 18 -19. 8:30 - 3 p.m. Perkins
available for purchase. For informa- Building. Any public employee par-

ticipating in the County Employees,
Kentucky Employees or State Police
Retirement Systems are invited to
attend a pre-retirement conference.
Speakers will discuss retirement benefits. Social Security, estate planning,
living wills, taxes, deferred compensation and medical insurance. Local
legislators have also been invited to
attend.

United Methodist students whose
majors are in the College of Natural
and Mathematical Sciences. For information, call the Rev. Mark B. Girard at the United Methodist Wesley
Foundation at 623-6846. Deadline for
applications is May 1.

Anyone who has not picked up thenDemo sheets may do so in Room 15,
Coates Building. Graduate students
April 19. 10:30 -11:30 a.m. Ken- may pick up Demo sheets in Room
namer Room, Powell Building. The 414, Jones Building.
counseling center will sponsor a presentation on "Building Self-Esteem." Any students who enrolled in the fall
Dr. Jen Walker, assistant director of of 1989 or later are in a four-year baccalaureate program and have comthe counseling center, will speak.
pleted 60 credit hours of course work
April 19 - 21. RHA will hold Little by August 1991 must take the UniSibs Weekend. Students may bring versity Writing Requirement Stuyounger relatives to spend the week- dents may register for the UWR when
end on campus. Activities include a registering for fall classes. Informacarnival, sundae building, swimming tion will be available during registraand a visit to the planetarium. Stu- tion.
dents participating need to register
with their RA or at their front desk. Orientation leaders are needed to
For information, call 622-2077 or 622- serve as guides for new students and
their families attending the 1991
4373.
summer orientation program. AppliApril 20 • 24. Earth Day '91 events cations are available in the Residence
will be held. Events include a T-shirt Hall Programs Office in Bcckham
sale, walk for wildlife and photo con- Hall. Full-time orientation leaders will
test. For information about these work for five weeks, earn $500, have
events, contact Tracy Bertram or Tom housing provided and may not be in
summer school. Part-time leaders will
Sprout at 622-6228.
be paid on an hourly basis according
April 24. 7:30 p.m. Adams Room, to lime worked and may attend sumWallace Building. The Philosophy mer school. Summer orientation is
Club will present "Splitting the Soul" from June 18 - July 26. For informaby Dr. Frank Williams of the depart tion, call 622-2077.
ment of philosophy and religion.
April 26.9 a.m. -4:30p.m. A one-day
seminar will be held covering secretarial skills from professional image
to creative problem solving. Tuition is
$49. For information, call Leigh Ann
Sadler at 622-1228.

Announcements
Sigma Tau Delta, the English honor
society, is seeking new members.
Anyone interested should pick up an
application in Room 217, Wallace
Building.

Greeks at a glance
April 11. Theta Chi Roundup.
April 11-12. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
County Fair.
April 12. Sigma Pi Pig Roast/Softball
Tournament.
April 12-13. Pi Beta Phi rush workshop.
April 13. Alpha Chi Omega formal.

Personal checks will not be cashed in Kappa Alpha Theta formal.
either the Coates or Powell Building
after April 26. Check cashing will
yy
Please send announceresume May 13 for students currently <y ments ol campus activities by Monday prior to publication to
enrolled.
Activities editor Susan Gaykt Reed.
There is a scholarship available for »17 Donovan Annex .

Sports

66
Tom Marshall

Buttin' heads

Grad rates
become an
attraction
Graduation rates of collegiate athletes have gotten their fair share of
press in recent weeks with stones on
the subject headlining most every
newspaper in the country.
A recent study by "The Chronicle
of Higher Education" got the press
fired up and concluded that 37 percent
of Eastern's athletes had graduated
between 1984 and 1989 as compared to
30 percent of traditional university
students.
Of that total, 33 percent of the university's male athletes and 42 percent
of female athletes that entered in 1984
graduated.
Eastern's football team graduated
33 percent of its students in that group.
The basketball squad had a bit tougher
go of it, graduating one of five athletes
who entered that year.
The figures met with approval of
most university administrators, but
some Ohio Valley Conference schools
failed to do as well and a few institutions had a bit more success.
The most alarming statistics among
the study of O VC schools were those
from Tennessee State University.
State only graduated 7.5 percent of
its traditional students during the
period, compared with 28.2 percent of
its athletes.
What the heck is going on down
there? The university administration
needs to get tough and evaluate its role
as an educational institution it seems.
The figures for the athletic program
are not exactly perfect, but as a university it has failed to accomplish its primary task of preparing its students for
prospective careers.
Some may argue that a successful
career can be attained without a degree,
but the career advantages provided by
the added income with a degree far outweigh those arguments.
Middle Tennessee State University
.had the OVC's poorest graduation rate
among athletes, graduating one quarter
of its student body and 20 percent
among athletes.
Murray State University graduated
the best percentage of its athletes
among the seven-school conference,
sending S2.8 percent a diploma. Murray graduated 39.1 percent of its traditional students.
Those are figures each OVC school
should be shooting for.
Joan Hopkins, who heads testing
and advising for the university, told a
Progress reporter last week that
graduation rates were becoming much
more important at colleges around the
country.
These rates have become so important that federal law will require universities to report these rates in 1992
with even greater detail of both athletes
and other university students.
These students will then be tracked
on a six-year scale.
Legislators have erred in placing so
much emphasis on these graduation
rates.
Athletes' graduation rates are often
higher than those of the student body.
primarily because they have many advantages regular students don't.
They have access to career counseling and tutoring for most any subject
Most college athletic programs have an
administrator to handle these academic
needs.
Tutoring that the average studenrx
never gets. Of course, they're going lo
graduate more athletes.
Universities should not just walk
athletes through their education. That
would be unfair to them.
Ultimately, it's the student-athlete's
responsibility to get an education. A
university should not spoon-feed athletes through school.
Going off to college we all are
given a clean slate, an ability to start
over again to make or break our
futures. We are expected to make it on
our own, developing our skills for the
future.
So much legislation from the
NCAA is designed to keep universities
from gaining more than the average
college student.
This is not the case.
What is wrong with these trends to
focus on student-athletes graduation
rates is that it fails to let the students be
the decision-makers in their lives.
Student athletes need to be more
than a figure in a graduation chart, but
individuals who have gained the
education needed to achieve.

Tom Marshall, editor
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Colonels take two of three from MTSU
By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor
Kentucky 13, Eastern 8
The university baseball team gave the 18th
ranked team in the country all they could
handle for six innings, but the University of
Kentucky pulled away for a 13-8 victory
Wednesday at Turkey Hughes Field
Steve Olsen (3-4) took the loss after giving
up four runs in the first inning. Rick Norton hit
a three-run homerr for the Wildcats.
Jay Johnson hit a solo home run in the
second for the Colonels, but Kentucky came
back with two in the third to take a 6-1 lead.
The Colonels scored four in the fifth on
only one hit to cut the lead to 6-5. But that is as
close as they would come, as the'Cats began to
tear the cover off the ball.
MTSU 12, Eastern 6
The Blue Raiders scored five runs in the
first inning and went on to post a 12-6 win,
avoiding the three-game series sweep.
Joe Vogelgesang (1-4) took the loss for the
Colonels after giving up five runs and six hits
in only 2/3 of an inning.
Brad McDaniels and Greg Gilbert homered for the Colonels. Brett Griffin went 3-3
with a double.

Eastern 12,11; MTSU 4,3

They say everybody needs a "laugher"
once in a while—and the Colonels had two of
them Saturday at Turkey Hughes Field, sweeping a doubleheader from Middle Tennessee,
12-4 and 11-3.
"I thought we played well," Coach Jim
Ward said "We swung the bats and got some
clutch hits today."
The sweep enabled the Colonels to end a
six-game losing streak to the Blue Raiders.
They lost to MTSU five times last season, with
all five losses came in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"We played better against them today,"
Ward said. "We got some good pitching, and
we played some pretty good defense."
The Colonels scored 23 runs and pounded
out 28 hits in only 12 turns at the plate (college
doubleheaders last only seven innings).
Shortstop Robbie McCune was the star at
the plate, going six for eight and hitting his first
home run of the year. He was retired his first
and last times up Saturday, he to sandwich six
straight hits in between.
McCune wasn't the only hot Colonel Saturday. Catcher David Ott hit his team-leading
sixth and seventh home runs. Outfielders (from
left to right) Gilbert, McDaniels and Griffin

Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS

Brad McDaniels slides Into second, just ahead of the tag of Middle Tennessee shortstop Phillip Edwards Saturday.
In the nightcap, the Colonels took advanMTSU tied the game with a two runs in the
each had four hits Saturday.
But while the Colonels were hitting well, third. But the Colonels came back with three tage of six MTSU errors to score eight runs in
they received some solid pitching from their in the bottom of the third to take a 5-2 lead. the first two innings and cruised to the sweep.
With one out in the first inning, McCune
After McDaniels led off with a single,
top two hurlers, Jason Schira and Olsen.
Schira (4-2) pitched a complete game 10- McCune pounded his first home run over the singled, went to third on a Griffin single, and
hitter, giving up only three earned runs. Olsen fence in left-center. Griffin then singled and scored on a Randy Wilke single. After Johnson
(3-3) threw a complete game seven-hitter, went to third on a hit by Wilke. Jay Johnson's reached on an error, Ott grounded into a fielders choice, scoring Griffin to make it 2-1.
fly to center scored Griffin to make it 5-2.
striking out eight and walking only one.
The Colonels sent 11 batters to the plate in
MTSU scored two in the fourth to trim the
"I'm pleased with our pitching," said pitching coach Dave Moyer. "We've been getting lead to 5-4. But the Colonels scored four in the the second, scoring six runs with five hits and
exceptional pitching all year. We gave up only fifth and three in the sixth to take command. four MTSU errors. Ott hit his second home run
Ott highlighted the fifth with a three-run of the day, giving the Colonels an 8-1 lead.
four walks, which is exceptional."
The Colonels added another run in die
In the first game, the Colonels broke open homer, giving the Colonels 9-4 lead.
The Colonels added three more in the third. McDaniels singled and took second on
a 5-4 game with four in the fifth and three in
the sixth tobreak the drought against MTSU. sixth. With one out, McCune singled and stole a wild pickoff attempt. McCune then doubled,
The Colonels immediately jumped on second. AftcrGnfiinwalkcd.pinch-hittcrTodd his sixth straight hit, scoring McDaniels.
The Colonels added two more in thesixth,
MTSU ace Chris Crabtree for two first-inning Allen singled, scoring McCune.
One out later, Ott walked to load the bases. highlighted by Wilke's first homer of the year.
runs. McDaniels led off with a single, and one
The Colonels will play at Wright State
out later, Griffin smacked his fourth home run Catcher Stacey Lannum then singled, scoring
University today.
Griffin and pinch-runner Denis Hodge.
over the right field fence to make it 2-0.

Sports briefs

PIZZA
SALE!
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BASKETBALL: Jody Salisbury, a senior at
Johnson Central High School, signed a national letter
of intent Wednesday to play basketball at Eastern
under Coach Mike Polllo.
Salisbury, a 6-foot-10,230-pound center, is the first
recruit from Eastern Kentucky to sign with the Colonels
since Pollio took over as head coach in 1989. He
averaged 22 points, 12 rebounds and four blocked
shots a game this year at Johnson Central.
Salisbury, a 3.0 student, joins 6"9" Michael Meeks of
Ontario, Canada, and 6*7" Eric Maye from Jeffersontown High School In Louisville signed letter of intent
for the 1990-91 season.
TRACK AND FIELD: Several members of the
university men's and women's track teams traveled to
Miami last weekend to compete in the Gatorade Track
and Field Classic.
Two Colonel distance runners were victorious Saturday. David Hawes won the 5,000 meters in
15:11 09, more than :32 ahead of the second place
finisher.
Burkhard Wagner and Tim Menoher finished first
and second in the 1,500 meters. Wagner crossed the
line in 3:53.80. while Menoher was just behind in
3:55.13.
Maurice Phillips finished third in the 110 meter high
hurdles in 14.28. The 4 X 400 meter relay team of
Anthony Battle, Ed Lartey, Jeff Uruqhart and Andrew
Pate was third in 3:12.62.
Darrell Garner finished fourth in the 200 meters in
22.26. Lartey was fourth in the 400 meters in 47.86,
while Urquhart finished fifth in 48.14.
Both women's relay teams came away with second
place finishes. The 4 X 100 meter relay team of Dana
Petty, Michelle Westbrook, Nalo McWilliams and
Candis Estes were second in 46.65. while the 4 X 400
meter relay team of Tasha Whined. Westbrook, Petty
and Tamiko Powell was second in 3:43.43.
Estes finished third in the 100 meters in 12.04.
while Petty was third in the 200 meters In 24.70.
Powell finished third in the 400 meters in 55.89. while
Whined was third in the 400 meter intermediate
hurdles in 1:03.35.
Glenna Bower finished third in the 800 meters in
220.02. Jamie Gorreii was fourth in the 3,000 meters
in 10:26.81. In the women's open meet, Christine Guth
took second in the discus (36.32 meters) and fifth in
the javelin (32.58 meters).
Several members of the men's and women's teams
will travel to Knoxville, Tenn., this weekend for the
Dogwood Relays. The athletes will compete Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at the University of Tennessee.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: Associate Athletic
Director Martha Mullins, on a sexual discrimination
complaint filed by the field hockey team.

The university is going to do what the
university is expected to do by the federal
government."

8S Bring in your family, your
friends, your date. Well really
fill em up! Buy onepizza at the
regular price. <& Then enjoy a
second one, in the next smaller
size, with the same number of
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Buy a large pizza at regular
price and get a medium pizza
(same style crust and same
number of toppings) for only
99e! Or buy a medium at
regular price and get a small
(same style and number of
toppings) for 99«. Both must be
ordered together.

toppings, for only 99(2! Choose
any pizza on the menu, including flie ultimate—Pizza Hut®
Pan Pizza. And enjoy. We want
every pizza lover to know just
how good pizza can be. I

#&

-Hut

Richmond Pizza Hut
on the bypass.

623-2264

t participating Pizza Hut' restaurants Pleaae prevent coupon
One coupon par party per
when ordering Not valid in comoinauon »
OI967 Pizza Hut. Inc Good only through
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Colonels will throw more, Kidd says Colonels beat U of L,
Quarterback race
split OVC contests
highlights spring
By Tom Marshall

football practice

Sports editor

By Tom Marshall

Men's tennis coach Tom Higgins is a bit more excited about tennis afier this week's up and down
showing on the court.
"I've had my battery recharged a
about it a little bit," Higgins said.
Eastern spent the week on the
road winning a pair of dual matches,
before they were swept in a dual
match Friday against Middle Tennessee State University.
The Colonels pulled a 9-0 sweep
over Tennessee State University Saturday with no score closer than 6-2
in any match; but Friday wasn't as
good to the Colonels.
Middle Tennessee swept the
Colonels 9-0 with the scores being
no closer than 6-4 in any set.
The sweep didn't surprise Higgins at all. He considers Middle
Tennessee as the class of the Ohio
Valley Conference.

Sports editor
The Colonels football team plans
to air out the ball a bit more on offense
this year—and they've been working
on it since spring practice opened April
2.
With junior quarterback Joey
Crenshaw seemingly ahead of sophomore Dewby Berkhalter for the job,
coach Roy Kidd is looking to slightly
revamp his offense's tactics.
"We're going to throw the football a little bit more," Kidd said. "We're
going to drop back and pass more then
we did with Ren (Lorenzo Fields)."
However, though Crenshaw presently leads the field over Berkhalter
and freshman Ronald Jones, Kidd said
he wants some competition for the
spot.
"The thing about Crenshaw is he's
eager," Kidd said.
"He has the desire to be a good
quarterback. That's what you like in a
quarterback."
The rest of the Colonel backfield
looks better, too, Kidd said.
Tailbacks Tim Lester and Markus
Thomas return healthy after both
missed parts of last season with injuries.
Kidd said he plans to rotate the
two at tailback, with Rick Burkhead
and William "Pops" Smith taking the
fullback role.
Kidd had considered moving
B urkhead to tight end, but changed his
mind when Burkhead balked at the
idea, Kidd said.
Thomas was impressive in a intrasquad scrimmage held Saturday,
Kidd said.
"We missed him last season," Kidd
said. "You can tell that by watching
him Saturday."
Sophomore Leon Brown, who
spelled Thomas and Lester at tailback
much of last season, has been moved
to wide receiver to make use of his

NOW
OPEN!

"I've been in the league 19 years
and this may the best team I've Men,"
Higgins said in wake of the loss.
In action last Wednesday, the
Colonels bounced back from an
earlier 8-1 loss to the University of
Louisville with a close 5-4 win.
"That's the high spot of our season right now," Higgins said.
Eastern's top two seeds, Duane
Lundy and Dale Dobnicker lost, but
the next three seeds picked up wins.
Chris Patl, Chad Dyer and Bart Little
won, with Patt and Little forced into
tiebreakers before winning.
Lundy and Dobnicker came back
in doubles action pulling out a 6-3.
6-4 win. Eastern clinched the win
over Middle at No. 3 doubles with a
win from Dyer and Little.
The 7-8 Colonels goon the road
this week facing Austin Peay State
University Friday and Murray State
University Saturday.
"We'll be able to tell a little more
about where we're a) after this weekend," Higgins said.

Progress Photo by JONATHAN ADAMS
Brad Josselyn attempts to catch In spring footbuii practice this week. The Colonels are Involved In
spring practice, which will conclude with the annual Maroon-White scrimmage next Saturday at 7:30
p.m. on Hanger Field. The Colonels plan to open an air attack this season, which differs from their
typical running game they have become known for.

Lady Colonel netters beat
Morehead to go 3-1 in OVC

speed, Kidd said.
Thomas wasn't the only impressive Colonel during the Saturday
scrimmage, Kidd said. Freshman tight
end Scott Parks played well during the
workout.
"He did pretty good Saturday,"
Kidd said. "He blocked well and made
a big catch out there. I think he's going
to do all right."
Also notable were sophomore linebacker Clay Tipton and freshman
fullback Cortez Graves, Kidd said.
Despite the high expectations
behind his defense, Kidd said he was
more pleased with his offense during
the scrimmage.
"The offense did the best job Saturday," Kidd said. "Our second offensive line, most have never been in a
game."

Assistant sports editor

Kidd said he was disappointed in
his defense for poor tackling and failing to shed blocks, so he's trying to
keep things simple.
"We're just trying to play base
defense right now," Kidd said.
The most noticeable absence from
spring practice is sophomore safety
Craig Brooks, who is absent from
practice because of grade problems,
Kidd said.
"I just want him eligible," Kidd
said, adding that with better grades.
Brooks could return to play next fall.
In the meantime, Kidd has a pair
of redshirt freshman Richard Fields
and Tim Cormney working at the
safety slot.
So far practice has been relatively
injury-free, Kidd said, but a few players are practicing lightly.

Mark Woolum is out, along with
junior defensive end David Wilkins
who has been suffering bone chip
problems in his elbow. Kidd said he
didn't want to re-aggravate the injury
with the senior-to-be.
Guard Ben Edwards (knee) and
defensive back Eddie Byrd (elbow).
The Colonels open next season
with a Aug. 31 matchup with the
University of Louisville on the road,
but Kidd doesn't mind playing the
growing Division I power.
"It's a big plus for our program to
play a team like that," Kidd said. "If
your going to play a Division I school
I would rather play them early."
The Colonels Finish off spring
practice with their annual MaroonWhite matchup at 7:30 p.m., Saturday
at Hanger Field.

The women's tennis team raised
their Ohio Valley Conference record
to 3-1 after taking a 6-0 lead over
Morehead State University late yesterday.
All six singles players won in
convincing fashion. Joanne Dilanni
was a 6-2,6-2, winner at No. LAnn
Carlson won 6-0.6-0, at No. 2, while
Heidi Kallestad was a 6-1,6-3, winner
at No. 3.
Samantha Roll was a 6-1, 6-0.
winner at No. 4. Amy Scott won 6-0,
6-2, at No. 5, while Carolyn Short was
a 6-1,6-0, winner at No. 6.
The Lady Colonels took two of
three OVC matches on their swing
through Tennessee last weekend. They
defeated Tennessee Tech University

7-2 Friday and Tennessee State University 9-0 Saturday morning, before
falling to Middle Tennessee State
university 7-2 Saturday afternoon.
Dilanni at No. 1 singles and Roll
at No. 4 singles were the only winners
in the loss to Middle Tennessee.
The Lady Colonels did not lose a
game at four of the nine positions in
the romp over Tennessee State. Dilanni
and Carlson won 60,6-0, at N. 1 and
No. 2 singles, as did Dilanni and Kallestad and Roll and Carlson at No. 1
and No. 2 doubles.
In the win over Tennessee Tech,
the No. 1 through No. 4 singles players had little trouble in disposing of
their counterparts. All three doubles
teams were also victorious.
The Colonels will play at Austin
Peay State University Friday and at
Murray Stale University Saturday.
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START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now (or six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training With pay, without obligation.
Yoall develop the diadplms, oonfidanoa and
dedstvaneaa it takes to suoossd tat any career.
And youll qualify to earn Army officer cradantiaU
while you're completing your collage Utidlaa
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ARMY ROTC
TWO YEAR PROGRAM
Earn up to 6 credits for attendance, at no obligation to The Army!
Cell Captain Cowoll at 1208 for details.
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Chapman to host Johnson balances athletics, academics
Second baseman takes his work on
basketball camp the
road to satisfy academic needs
By Ted Schultz
Assistant sports editor
Rex Chapman is returning to
Kentucky.
For those who missed him during his final two years of eligibility
at the University of Kentucky, he
will be making a return appearance
to the Bluegrass State.
This time, however. Chapman
won't be going to Lexington. He'll
be coming to Richmond.
Chapman, a starting guard for
the NBA's Charlotte Hornets, will
be the main attraction at the first ever
Rex Chapman Basketball Camp June
5-7 at McBrayer Arena. The camp,
which is open to boys and girls between the ages of six and 15. is being
run by university head coach Mike
Pollio and his staff.
"I thought it would be great for
the Richmond community,'* Pollio
said. "He'sagreat person. I think the
people are really going to enjoy
having him."
Pollio said other professional
players will be at the camp, but due
to possible conflicts, couldn't commit themselves. He mentioned former Kentucky star and NBA SlamDunk Champion Kenny Walker, now
a member of the New York Knicks,

ill

as one of the pros that may attend.
Chapman will be at the camp for
its duration, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
each day. Pollio said he will give
hands-on instruction to the campers.
"He's going to be here the whole
three days," Pollio said. "He'll very
much have a lot to do with the camp."
Pollio said there are several
camps going on around the state at
about the same time, but Chapman
preferred Richmond because of the
relaxed atmosphere.
"They had several camps around
the state," Pollio said. "They had
one in the Lexington area and in
Versailles. But I think he's more
relaxed in this kind of atmosphere."
All campers will have the opportunity to have an individual photograph taken with Chapman, which
he will autograph. They will also
receive a free Rex Chapman T-shirt.
Campers will receive individual
instruction from the Eastern staff
and hear lectures and demonstrations by college and pro athletes.
They will play competitive games,
including ones involving shooting
and ball handling.
Pol Iio has known Chapman since
Rex was a kid growing up in Owensboro. His father, Wayne Chapman,
was an assistant under Pollio at Kentucky Wesleyan University.

By Joe Castle
Staff writer
If you think your classes get rough
at the end of a semester, just talk to Jay
Johnson about his schedule.
Johnson somehow manages to
balance contributing to the university's baseball team with succeeding
in his classes.
"I take my work on the road," said
Johnson, a Davenport, Iowa, native.
"I work on the way to the game and on
the way back. Itgets harder to keepmy
grades up as we get further into the
season."
All of Johnson's hard work paid
off last year when he was named to the
GTE College of Sports Information
Directors of America Academic AllAmerica team.
"I was named to the all-region
academic team first, then I made the
GTE team," he said. "I just study and
manage my time well."
Johnson, who plays second base
for the Colonels, said he really owes a
lot to his instruc'ors.
"All of my teachers know I play,
so they help me out. They let me make
up any work I miss," he said. "They 're
really helpful and understanding."
Outside the classroom, Johnson
has had a tough time on the field so far

this season as Eastern tries to get things
together. Johnson said that although
the team has lost a few tough games,
it's not due to a lack of talent.
"At the beginning of the season
the team got separated into pitchers
and hitters, but now we're back together and we're working together,"
he said.
Johnson is optimistic about the
Colonels' chances during the OVC
tournament this year even with the
team's slow start He believes the team
will improve as the season progresses.
"There's a different type of atmosphere around during the tournament,"
he said. "We're struggling right now,
but I think we can make it to the
OVC."
Johnson thinks the team will be
playing its best when tourney time
rolls around.
"I think we'll improve as the OVC
tournament gets closer," he said.
As of April 5, Johnson was hitting
.292, the third highest average of the
Colonel regulars. He has hit three home
runs, while driving in 18.
Although he's playing now,
Johnson doesn't necessarily see baseball in his post-college years. He's
majoring in business administration
Progress photo fry JONATHAN ADAMS
and minoring in Spanish.
Jay Johnson has achieved success on the baseball field and in the
"I'm going to try to combine them classroom. The Junior from Davenport, La., was named to the GTE
and use them in my career," he said. CoSida Academic All-America team last year.
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What Can Make ACUVUE"
Disposable Contact Lenses
Even Better?
A Free Trial Pair!
We want to open your eyes to
something new in contact lenses...
convenience and comfort!
Convenience because
ACUVUE* Disposable
Contact Len.«s never have
to be cleaned You simply
wear them and throw
them away.
Comfort because
nothing's as comfortable as a fresh, clean
contact lens.
Come in for an eye exam If
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with your free trial pair.
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The Contact Lens Center
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Richmond, Ky. 40475
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Dr. Marion Roberts
Optometrist
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